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ABSTRACT

The grid-based Eulerian methods have dominated the CFD (Computational Fluid

Dynamics) for decades due to its simplicity. The grids not only used for discretize the

simulation domain but also used for the computation, however, due to the inherent

disadvantages of the grid-based Eulerian method, the free surface flow cannot be

simulated successfully without special numerical techniques. Recently, another

numerical approach has been developed for hydraulic simulation, namely, the particle-

based Lagrangian approach. In this approach, the domain discretization as well as the

simulation procedure differs from traditional Eulerian approach. gridless methods are

typical Lagrangian based method, the basic simulation elements used to discretize the

simulation domain become particles rather than grids in gridless method, which leads the

capability of the gridless method in simulating free surface flow. During recent decades,

the gridless methods become a robust tool in simulating hydraulic engineering problems,

however, since the gridless particle-based methods are young, improvements and

enhancements on the particle-based methods are expected, which will extend and

strengthen the particle-based Lagrangian method in hydraulic simulation.

This study is mainly focused on one of the most famous gridless method, namely the

MPS (Moving Particle Semi-implicit) method. This particle-based method is first

developed by Koshizuka in 1995 and has been utilized in some of simple hydraulic

problems previously. In this study, improvements and enhancements on MPS method are

discussed and applied. The MPS method, with various numerical techniques, has been
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successfully used for open channel flow simulation, porous medium flow simulation and

multiphase flow simulation in this study. The efficiency, accuracy and stability of MPS

method has been greatly improved and the versatility of the MPS method is then proved

and extended.

Different kinds of fluid flows have been simulated and discussed in this study. The

quantitative comparison for dam break flow has made in this study to show the accuracy

of MPS method in solving hydraulic problems. While in open channel flow simulation,

the roughness height has first been considered in MPS method and a corresponding

parameter is defined in MPS method to represent the roughness effects. For porous

medium flow simulation, additional porous flow terms are successfully applied in MPS

method to show the behaviours of porous medium flow. Finally, for air-water multiphase

flow simulation, the surface tension has been included in MPS method and the density

differentials between air and water phase has been overcome in MPS simulation. For

water-sediment multiphase flow simulation, a rheology model and a viscosity

smoothening term are executed in MPS method. All the simulation cases in this study

show promising simulation results and the capacity of MPS method in hydraulic

simulation has been confirmed.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objectives

Numerical simulation has become an important tool to investigate the flow phenomenon

for centuries (Long et al., 1990; Fraccarollo and Toro, 1995; Fluent, 1998; Grenier et al.,

2009). As an alternative in hydraulic research rather than prototype observation or

physical experiment, the numerical simulation is utilized to reduce both the time and

spatial costs on fluid flow research (Delft3D, 2001; Chanson, 2006; Capart and Young,

1998). With the development of computational technology, the CFD (Computational

Fluid Dynamics) becomes more powerful and precise which is able to provide accurate

and convincing simulation results (Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Issa, 2005; Lage, 1998).

Therefore, plenty of recent research of fluid flow are conducted by CFD. One can set up

different simulations based on the experiments or nature phenomenon. However, most of

the numerical simulations establish the fluid flow model on the basis of several

assumptions in order to simplify the numerical model. Indeed, fewer assumptions lead to

the more accurate simulations but request more powerful computational capacity and

usually spend more computational time (LaRocque et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2011; Liu and

Liu, 2010). Hence, modern CFD models usually introduce acceptable assumptions for

different cases to solve particular issues (Harlow and Welch, 1965; Hu and Sueyoshi,

2010; Chanson, 2006; Chanson, 2009).
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Generally, numerical simulation has two philosophies to describe the fluid flow, namely

Eulerian approach and Lagrangain approach (Issa, 2005; Liu and Liu, 2007). The

Eulerian approach observes the fluid flow at a fixed position which is unmovable in the

space, the governing equations are then discretized on the basis of the corresponding

spatial concept. While the Lagrangian approach, observes the fluid flow along with the

movement of the fluid flow. Thus, the spatial discretization of governing equation in

Lagrangian approach is expressed in the way which differs from Eulerian approach.

Figure 1- 1: Flowchart of computational fluid dynamics
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Eulerian approaches have been studied and utilized widely for centuries, typical Eulerian

methods are known such as finite volume method (FVM), finite difference method

(FDM) and finite element method (FEM). Additionally, numbers of commercial software

are developed nowadays based on Eulerian approach, such as ANSIS FLUENT, MIKE,

RIVER 2D, CE-QUAL-W2. These software are extensively used in engineering projects

and provided convincing numerical results (FLUENT, 2009; Delft3D, 2001). The

Lagrangian approaches are not as widely and intensively used as Eulerian approaches

although the utilizations of Lagrangian approach are for decades. In early 1960s, marker

in cell (MAC) and particle in cell (PIC) method are developed on the basis of hybrid

approach with combining Eulerian and Lagrangian methods. In 1970s, a famous fully

Lagrangian method is developed which is known as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

(SPH) method (Gingold and Monaghan, 1997; Liu and Liu, 2007). Later in 1995,

another famous Lagrangian method is established which is named as Moving Particle

Semi-implicit (MPS) method (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Koshizuka et al., 1998; Xu,

2007). As a robust approach, Lagrangian approach provides another means to simulate

the fluid flow and show its advantages in plenty of fluid flow simulations in recent

decades.

The characteristics of fluid flow follows the governing equations (Federico, 2010; Issa,

2005), the Navier-Stokes equations are the basic governing equations widely used in

numerical studies, which describe the characteristics of fluid flow during the simulation.

When applying governing equations, the conservation of mass and momentum becomes

arbitrary, thus, the behavior of fluid flow can be determined logically by governing
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equation. Most of the modern fluid flow simulations including commercial software

packages express the fluid flow by solving the governing equations numerically although

the numerical approach may be different in different solvers (Ferrari, 2010; FLUENT,

1998).

In numerical simulations, additional information such as initial condition, boundary

condition, are required to construct the numerical model (Spinewine, 2005; Wang, 2010).

Mathematical solutions are obtained from the governing equations along with these

additional information (Ferrari, 2010; Xu, 2007). Generally, the governing equations are

partial differential equations but it is usually difficult to solve these partial differential

equations analytically. The CFD is then introduced to solve the governing equations

numerically. For different numerical approaches, the formula of governing equations is

different.

Table 1- 1: Formula of governing equations for different approaches

Governing equation Eulerian approach Lagrangian approach

Continuity
1 i

j
j i

u
u

t x x
 


   

      

1 i

i

uD
Dt x





 


Momentum
21i i i

j i
j i j j

u u upu f
t x x x x




  
    

    

21i i
i

i j j

Du up f
Dt x x x
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Table 1- 1 shows the formula of the governing equations in different approaches. In

Eulerian approach, since the observer is fixed, the additional convection terms appear in

both the mass and momentum equations (FLUENT, 1998; Wang, 2010). While in

Lagrangian approach, the time derivative is kept as a fully derivative and the convection

terms disappeared (Liu and Liu, 2007; Koshizuka and Oka, 1996). Numbers of

computational models are developed to solve the governing equations and to obtain the

solution numerically with considering both the efficiency and accuracy of the numerical

solution for centuries. Lots of commercial software are also developed for engineering

purpose, most of which are based on Eulerian approach due to it is a mature and highly-

developed approach.

Table 1- 2: Commercial CFD software packages

Software References Methods

ANSYS CFX http://www.ansys.com Finite element

ANASYS FLUENT http://www.ansys.com Finite volume

STAR-CD http://www.cd-adapco.com Finite element

FEMLAB http://www.comsol.com Finite element

FEATFLOW http://www.featflow.de Finite element

DELFT3D http://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d Finite difference
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MIKE http://www.dhisoftware.com/ Finite difference

Table 1- 2 shows some widely used commercial software packages dealing with fluid

flow simulation. It is noted that all of the above software are on the basis of Eulerian

method although the spatial discretization and simulation methods may be different from

each other.

Grids are usually used as basic simulation elements in numerical model using Eulerian

approach (Wu et al., 2000; Zarrati et al., 2005; Oertel and Bung, 2012). Structured or

unstructured grids are used to discretize the physical domain (FLUENT, 1998). The girds

and nodes in the simulation domain are then used to describe the transportation of the

fluid flow characteristics such as mass, momentum and energy (Zech et al., 2008;

Spinewine, 2005; Wang, 2010). Thus, all the fluid flow characteristics can be calculated

using the grids and nodes. Physical characteristics such as velocity or pressure are

typically calculated either at the grid centre or on the node during the numerical

simulation (Raupach et al., 1991; Ozmen-Cagatayand Kocaman, 2010; Theodorakakos

and Bergeles, 2004). Although grids are usually used as the simulation elements in

Eulerian approaches and most of the widely used Eulerian based methods such as FDM

and FVM are usually conducted using the grids, some of the Lagrangian based methods

such as MAC and PIC methods also use grids to describe the domain. Actually, they are

not fully Lagrangian methods since they use Eulerian approach to discretize the

simulation domain or describe some of the terms in governing equations (Liu and Liu,
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2007). However, in this study, a fully Lagragian method is introduced, in which the

simulation elements become particles instead of grids to ensure the Lagrangian features.

As a gridless method, particle method provides an alternative way to discretize the

simulation domain without the limitations of the grid-based method since the particles

are highly movable in the simulation domain (Andersson et al., 2010; Ataie-Ashtiani and

Farhadi, 2006; Gómez-Gesteira et al., 2005). The fluid flow characteristics are assigned

to the particles during the simulation, and therefore, will be calculated on the particles

with considering the spatial interactions between them. Figure 1- 2 describes the

differences between gird-based and particle-based methods in domain discretization and

Table 1- 3 shows the differences between gird-based method and particle-based method.
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Figure 1- 2: Domain discretization in grid based method and particle based method 1

1. This is a public domain photo from http://www.listofimages.com/spray-water-wave-
nature.html
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As shown in Figure 1- 2, the simulation domain is discretized by either grids or particles

in two different approaches. Grids are fixed and the fluid flow characteristics are

calculated using these grids, however, due to the inherent disadvantages of the fixed

grids, some fluid phenomenon such as tsunamis, waves, free surface flows, become

difficult to reproduce in grid based method, additional assumptions and special

treatments are usually required in grid-based Eulerian method in dealing with these types

of fluid flows. Efforts are usually made near the interface, Volume Of Fluid (VOF) is

one of the most famous multiphase flow model used in grid-based method in order to

solve the free surface flows (Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Morichon et al., 2013).

Additionally, free surface flow simulation in grid-based method usually requires larger

simulation domain and more simulation time to locate the free surface in the discretized

grids (Oertel and Bung, 2012; Ohta et al., 2005).

Compared to grid-based Eulerian approach, the particle-based Lagrangian approach has

its own advantages and limitations, the inherent advantages of Lagrangian approach give

rise to a convenient free surface simulation since the simulation elements are particles

which are highly movable during the simulation, and thus, provides an easier way to

reproduce the free surface (Rong and Chen, 2010; Sahebari et al., 2011; Fu and Jin, 2013;

Fu and Jin, 2014). As also shown in Figure 1- 2, the simulation domain is represented by

particles and the domain is flexible rather than fixed grids. It is widely acknowledged

that the particle-based Lagragian method is a robust method in dealing with large

deformations and fragmentations in numerical simulations (Fu and Jin, 2011;

Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2011). The advantages and limitations of particle based Lagrangian
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method are both shown in Table 1- 3. Figure 1- 3 to Figure 1- 5 shows some nature free

surface flows, the particle-based Lagrangian method is a good numerical tool to simulate

fluid flows such as the phenomenon shown from Figure 1- 3 to Figure 1- 5. Additionally,

Table 1- 4 provides some famous Lagragian methods.

Table 1- 3: Differences between grid-based method and particle-based method

Grid-based method Particle-based method

Traditional, mature and developed Novel, young and robust

Weak in free surface simulation Good at free surface simulation

Easy to represent boundaries Hard to represent boundaries

Domain discretized by girds Domain discretized by particles
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Table 1- 4: Some famous Lagrangian methods

Methods References Scale Elements

Marker-and-Cell (MAC) Harlow, 1965 Macroscopic Grids

Particle-in-Cell Method

(PIC)
Harlow, 1964 Macroscopic

Grids and

particles

Molecular Dynamics

(MD)
Rahman, 1964 Atomistic Particles

Discrete Element

Method (DEM)
Owen, 1996 Macroscopic Particles

Dissipative Particle

Dynamics (DPD)

Hoogerbrugge and

Koelman, 1992
Mesoscopic Particles

Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics (SPH)

Gingold and

Monaghan, 1977
Macroscopic Particles

Moving Particle Semi-

implicit Method (MPS)
Koshizuka et al., 1995 Macroscopic Particles
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Figure 1- 3: Tsunami waves 1

1. This is a public domain photo from http://inhabitat.com/new-tsunami-generator-can-

help-designers-create-wave-proof-buildings/
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Figure 1- 4: Nature free surface flow 1

1. This is a public domain photo from https://www.flickr.com/photos/27955898@N07

/10614245425 /in/photostream/
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Figure 1- 5: Nature open channel flow 1

1. This is a public domain photo from http://www.dmanderson.com/
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1.2 Scope of the thesis

The particle-based Lagrangian method is a robust and promising tool in the fields of

fluid flow studies. Though the particle-based Lagragian method is not as well developed

as the grid-based Eulerian method (Liu and Liu, 2007; Shao, 2010), some of recent fluid

flow simulations have been conducted based on the particle-based method. Among these

simulations, the movable particles used in particle based method provides an easier free

surface tracking method and the particle based method shows its advantages in most of

the simulations executed by previous studies. Particularly, the free surface flow

simulations are preferred using particle based method. However, deficits are still

embarrassing MPS method. Simulation efficiency, pressure fluctuations, boundary

conditions and spatial approximations still harass the MPS method (Shakibaeinia and Jin,

2010; Fu and Jin, 2013).

 The spatial approximations in MPS method used in the gradient and Laplacian

terms in governing equations still lead to fluctuations in pressure and velocity

calculations. Hence, developments on the kernel functions, gradients and

Laplacians are discussed in this study in order to obtain more stable and accurate

numerical results using MPS method in fluid flow simulation.

 Open channel flow, as a typical and practical engineering problem, is simulated

in MPS method in this study with a developed open boundary conditions and a

roughness coefficient. The channel bed roughness height is considered in MPS

method since the standard MPS method cannot provide a reasonable velocity

profile of open channel flow because of the absent of roughness height.
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 Porous medium flow is also simulated using MPS method. The porous resistance

is represented by additional terms in momentum equation. The interface between

clear flow region and porous flow region is also defined in particle method in this

study to reproduce open channel flow over porous bed cases.

 Multiphase flow simulation is also paid attention in MPS method, firstly, gas-

liquid multiphase flow is considered, in which the large interfacial density ratio

leads to instable simulation results. A particle fraction based interface treatment

is applied in MPS method in order to solve the pressure and velocity instabilities

and fluctuations near the interface, various modifications are also made in MPS

method, thus, the multiphase MPS simulation becomes more efficient and

accurate. Secondly, water-sediment multiphase flow is also simulated, a rheology

model is introduced in MPS method to represent the characteristics of non-

Newtonian fluid, a higher order viscosity smoothening term is applied to deal

with the interface viscosity differentials. These two different types of multiphase

flow have been applied and discussed in this study to confirm the capability of

MPS method in gas-liquid and soil-liquid multiphase flow simulation.

The goal of the thesis is trying to apply the robust particle-based method to various

engineering problems. The limitations and deficiencies in MPS are discussed in detail

and efforts are then made to minimize the numerical instabilities in MPS method.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

Part I: State-of-art of MPS method, the fundamentals and basic information of this

particle-based fully Lagragian method. The governing equations and original algorithm

of the MPS method are introduced in this part. The merits and the limitations of MPS

method are clarified. The relationship between particles is discussed, various kernel

functions are compared, some analytical cases are used to verify the MPS method.

Part II: Dam break flow has been simulated using MPS method. Although numbers of

particle method used dam break flow as a testing case and obtain good water surface

profiles, the quantitative analysis of velocity profiles in MPS method is discussed in this

study which is seldom considered before. The MPS results have been improved with

introducing turbulence model and channel bed roughness height. Both upstream and

downstream velocity profiles in dam break flow obtained from MPS simulation have

been compared with experimental data and a quantitative analysis is also made to show

the improvements in MPS method in velocity comparisons.

Part III: MPS method is applied to open channel flow simulation. The upstream and

downstream boundary conditions are developed based on previous research and

roughness height is considered as a key issue in this part. Particle size, channel depth and

nature roughness height are evolved in a MPS related roughness equation so the

roughness effects can be represented in open channel flow simulation by MPS method.

Logarithm law is introduced to establish the roughness equation in MPS method by

conducting various open channel flow simulations in MPS method. The correlated
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roughness coefficient is applied to various open channel flow simulations with different

roughness heights to show the capacity and improvements in MPS method.

Part IV: Porous medium flow simulations are then considered in MPS method, both

Darcy’s and Forchhemer’s term are introduced in MPS method to represent the porous

media effects. The simulation is considered as a macroscopic model. Laminar and

turbulent open channel flows over porous bed are simulated with a developed inflow

boundary condition and an interface condition in MPS method to adapt this method in

porous flow simulation. The velocity profiles in both clear flow and porous flow regions

are discussed in detail.

Part V: MPS method is finally extended to two different types of multiphase flow

simulation, namely air-water multiphase flow and water-sediment multiphase flow. Most

of the attentions are paid to smooth the density and viscosity ratios near the interface. For

air-water multiphase flow simulation, surface tension model is introduced in MPS

method in order to keep the smoothness of the interface. The surface tension model is

developed for both single and multiple phase flow simulations in MPS method and the

effects are then discussed. Moreover, a particle fraction based multiphase model are

utilized in MPS method in multiphase flow simulation, the large density and viscosity

interface ratio near the interface are then reduced to obtain reasonable results in

multiphase MPS model and the air-water multiphase flow is then simulated well in MPS

method. For water-sediment multiphase flow, a rheology model and an interface

viscosity smoothening term are introduced and developed in multiphase MPS model in

order to adapt this particle-based method in water-sediment simulation. Thus, the
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sediment transport in open channel flow and dam break flow is well reproduced in MPS

method with various modifications. These multiphase flow simulations are successfully

conducted by MPS method and this particle-based method are proved a strong tool and

potential in various kinds of fluid flow simulation.
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals of MPS

2.1 Overview

Among all the numerical methods, grid-based methods are dominant in CFD either in

coding or software packages (FLUENT, 1998; Delft3D, 2001). These Eulerian grid-

based methods including FDM, FEM, FVM are all developed in detail by lots of

previous studies, which have been proved a matured numerical solution in fluid flow

simulation.

However, the inherent deficits of grid-based method still embarrass the grid-based

method itself (Dey et al, 2011; Di Monaco et al., 2011). Hence, the gridless Lagrangian

method is developed as another alternative in fluid flow simulation. One of the most

popular gridless particle-based method is the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)

method, which is first developed in late 1970s (Gingold and Monagham, 1977). This

famous particle based fully Lagrangian method uses particles instead of grids as the

basic elements during the simulation to adapt the advantages of Lagrangian approach in

fluid flow simulation (Gingold and Monagham, 1977; Gómez-Gesteira and Dalrymple,

2004; Ferrari, 2010). It is also noted that the SPH method is originally developed for the

astrophysical simulation rather than fluid flow simulation (Gingold and Monagham,

1977; Liu and Liu, 2007). Therefore, the SPH method shows its versatilities in

theoretical astrophysics simulations at its early stage. Different astrophysical magnitudes
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such as supernovae, star formation, galaxy formation, meteor impacts and stellar

collisions can be reproduced by SPH method (Liu and Liu, 2007). Indeed, the utilizations

of SPH method in astrophysical and cosmological simulations are popular for decades.

The inherent merits of this fully Lgrangian approach has been interested by the fluid

flow researcher. Hence, the SPH method is introduced to the numerical research of fluid

flows in late 20th century (Monaghan, 1992). Recent studies indicated that the SPH

method provides more possibilities in numerical studies of hydraulic research especially

in free surface flows and interfacial flows (Oger et al., 2007; Scannapieco et al., 2006;

Shao, 2010; Valizadeh et al., 2008).

Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method is another famous particle-based fully

Lagrangian method which is young and robust in fluid flow simulation (Koshizuka and

Oka, 1996; Fu and Jin, 2014; Wang et al., 2006). Compared to the SPH method, the MPS

method was initially developed for fluid flow simulation rather than astrophysical

simulation (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996). Both of SPH and MPS methods approximate the

quantities on the basis of spatial weighting function, however, the derivation criterions

on kernel function (weighting function) of these two methods differ from each other (Lee

et al., 2011; Souto-Iglesias et al., 2013). Indeed, most of the kernel functions used in

either SPH or MPS are mimic functions of Dirac Delta function and therefore, the

formations of kernel functions in these two methods are similar and transformable (Xu,

2007; Federico, 2010).
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2.2 State-of-the-art of MPS

The MPS method has been developed less than 20 years from recently since 1995

(Koshizuka et al., 1995). This young particle method shows strong capacity and potential

on fluid flow simulation. The original MPS method was developed to simulate fully

incompressible fluid by calculating the Poison pressure equation and therefore, the

original MPS method is a semi-implicit method (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Koshizuka and

Oka, 1996; Fu and Jin, 2013). Later on, the utilization of MPS method had been

extended to various engineering fields such as coastal engineering, mechanical

engineering, ocean engineering and so on, (Lee et al., 2011; Souto-Iglesias et al., 2013;

Fu and Jin, 2013; Fu and Jin, 2014; Xu, 2007), the merits and advantages of MPS

method are then shown in numbers of simulations.

In hydraulic research, simple analytical problems such as Poiseulle flow, Coutte flow are

executed by original MPS method and show excellent agreement with analytical

solutions (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010).

Some complicated flows such as spillway flow, open channel flow, porous medium flow

are also simulated by MPS method during recent years with numerous modifications on

original MPS method (Xu, 2007; Lee et al., 2011; Rong and Chen, 2010; Sahebari et al.,

2011). Besides, MPS method is also extended to biological and chemical engineering

problems and obtained reasonable results (Souto-Iglesias, 2013; Rong and Chen, 2010;

Fu and Jin, 2014).
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2.3 Basis of MPS method

As a gridless method, the MPS method is established on the basis of spatial

approximations (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Koshizuka and Oka, 1996). The simulation

elements in MPS method are particles instead of the traditional grids and the domain

discretization is then distinct from most of the traditional Eulerian grid-based method

(Koshizuka et al., 1995).

Figure 2- 1: Particle distributions of MPS in 2D domain
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Figure 2- 1 shows the particle distribution in two dimensional simulation domain. In

MPS method, the simulation domain is discretized by particles, and particle interactions

are then calculated in MPS method by employing the kernel functions as also shown in

Figure 2- 1.

The kernel functions are mimic function of Dirac delta function, which represents the

spatial relationship between particles during the simulation. The Dirac delta function is a

generalized function introduced by Paul Dirac and is widely used in mathematics

(Koshizuka et al., 1995; Liu and Liu, 2007). The integration of the entire function line

equals one. It also provides zero values everywhere except at zero. Therefore, the spatial

shape of Dirac delta function behaves as an infinitely high or infinitely thin spike at the

origin, which provides a physically idealized point mass or point charge in the

integration area.

The pure Dirac delta function, from the viewpoint of mathematics, is not a real spatial

function since it only gives a single real number at zero but nowhere else. Indeed, the

standard Dirac delta function is only valid as an idealized integration function. In most of

mathematical and engineering applications, pure Dirac delta function is usually

considered as a simple integration approximation. Hence, mimic functions of Dirac delta

function are developed in order to obtain a smoothed and validated spatial approximation

in numerical studies. Therefore, in MPS method, the kernel function is introduced as a

substitute of Dirac delta function to represent the spatial relationship between particles

(Souto-Iglesias et al., 2013; Gotoh et al., 2001; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010a).
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As previous research indicated, the kernel functions used in MPS method will affect the

simulation results (Souto-Iglesias et al., 2013; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013; Fu and Jin,

2013), however, since all the kernel functions imitate the spatial distribution of Dirac

delta function, the spatial curve of different kernel functions are usually similar but

slightly different from each other (Liu and Liu, 2007; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013).

Table 2- 1: Some kernel functions used in MPS method

Type Kernel function formulation Reference
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Type 4
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Shakibaeina

and Jin, 2009

Table 2- 1 lists several types of kernel functions used in MPS method. Indeed, previous

research used different kernel functions in different cases and indicated that some of the

kernel functions are case sensitive, most of the previous research developed their own

kernel functions for particular cases.

In both Figure 2- 1 and Table 2- 1, the searching radius re is an important factor in MPS

simulation, re defines the effective area of the target particle i, and then, the kernel

function represents the particle interactions inside the effective area either in 2D or 3D

dimensional simulation domain (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Hughes and Graham, 2010).

The kernel functions shown in Table 2- 1 illustrate that the kernel function is only valid

in the area where the distance between two interactive particles Rij is less than the

searching radius re, where ij j iR r r  . When the surrounding particle moves out of the

effective area, the kernel function equals to zero and no interaction exists between the

target particle i and the surrounding particle j. As also shown in Figure 2- 1, the physical

characteristics are interpolated spatially, the fluid properties such as velocity and

pressure are assigned to particles, which are calculated and smoothed by the kernel

functions during the simulation (Koshizuka et al., 1995).
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2.3.1 MPS spatial interpolation

Originally, the spatial averaged equation (smoothing function) of the fluid flow

properties in MPS method is given as (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Xu, 2007):
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where ϕ represents the properties such as velocity or pressure assigned to the particles.

Generally, the smoothed value of target particle i
 by surrounding particles will not be

the same as its calculated value ϕ i, the equivalent exists only if the kernel function is

delta function (Koshizuka et al., 1995). As discussed before, the searching radius re

determines the effective area, and all the surrounding particle inside this effective area

will be recognized as neighbor particles in the above equation. Koshizuka et al. (1995)

proposed a dimensionless parameter to represent the surrounding particles inside the

effective area, which is known as particle number density and is given as:
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With considering the dimensionless particle number density, the spatial interpolation of

fluid properties can be simplified as (Koshizuka et al., 1995, Fu and Jin, 2011):
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2.3.2 MPS governing equation

The governing equation in MPS method follows the continuity and momentum

conservations which are widely accepted and used in fluid flow simulation. Since the

MPS method is a fully Lagrangian method, the formula of the governing equation

becomes the Lgrangian frame with the fully time derivative of velocity and the

convection terms disappeared in the governing equation. The governing equation used in

MPS method is then given as (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010):

01
 u

Dt
Dρ

 (2.4)

2D
D

p
t

      
u u f (2.5)

where u is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ is the density of fluid, μ is the dynamic

viscosity and f is the body forces. In the Lagrangian frame, there is no convection term in

the momentum equation, and the movement of particles is simply calculated by Dr/Dt=u,

with r being the position vector. As discussed before, the MPS method is a pure

Lagrangian method, the interactive force between particles is represented by the kernel

function (Monaghan and Kos, 1999, Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010).

2.3.3 MPS operators

The discretization of simulation domain in MPS method is different from traditional

grid-based method. Due to the characteristics of MPS method, traditional grids are

replaced by particles to represent the simulation domain, since the simulation elements
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become particles, the numerical operators such as gradient, divergence and Laplacian

models also differ from traditional grid-based method.

In order to solve the governing equation numerically in Lagrangian frame, the operators

used to deal with the spatial derivatives in governing equations are given as:

(1) Gradient and divergence model

In MPS, the gradient or divergence of fluid property between particle i and the

surrounding particles inside the effective area is defined using the gradient / divergence

model, which is given as (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Fu and Jin, 2013; Shakibaeinia and

Jin, 2010):

   0 2 ,j i
j i ij ei

j i ij

d r r W R r
n R

 





   (2.6)

where ij j iR r r  is the spatial distance between target particle i and surrounding

particle j, W(Rij, re) is the kernel function used to represent the spatial interaction

between two particles, d denotes the number of dimensions and n0 is the initial particle

number density. The pressure gradient term in the governing equation is calculated by

the above MPS gradient model during the simulation.

(2) Laplacian model

The MPS approximation of the Laplacian terms in governing equation is first derived by

Koshizuka et al. (1995). Considering a pure spatial diffusion problem, the analytical
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solution is given as a Gaussian spatial distribution, and the Gaussian function is then

used to represent the analytical solution which is given as:
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where d is the spatial dimension. However, in MPS method, the interactions among

simulation elements (particles) are reproduced by the kernel function instead of the delta

function, the original Laplacian model in MPS method is also derived by utilizing the

kernel function. The Gaussian function only represents the analytical solution based on

the delta function, while in MPS method, based on the smoothing function as shown in

Eq. (2.3), considering a simple pure diffusion problem such as 2/d dt    , the

diffusion from target particle i to neighbor particle j can be given as:
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where ϕ i is the general vector or scalar, and the parameter λ is given as:
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which is used to ensure the numerical result calculated from MPS Laplcian model equals

to the analytical solution obtained from Gaussian function. Conversely, the diffusion

from neighbor particle j to target particle i can be simply given as:
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Therefore, in a single time step Δt, the net fluid property transfer of particle i can be

given as:
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where n=(nj+ni)/2. It should also be noted that the value of parameter λ is determined

based on the choice of kernel function and different kernel function will lead to different

λ value (Koshizuka et al., 1995; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013).

Hence, the original Laplacian model in MPS method can be given as:
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2.3.4 MPS algorithm

In order to solve the governing equation numerically, a proper simulation algorithm is

always required. A prediction-correction algorithm is introduced which behaves similar

to the popular prediction-correction method used in plenty of traditional grid-based

method. The prediction-correction algorithm basically divided one single time step into

two steps, namely, the prediction step and the correction step. Accordingly, the fluid

characteristics will be separated to adapt the algorithm and the separation is given as

(Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010):
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1 * 'nu u u   (2.13)

1 * 'np p p   (2.14)

1 * 'nr r r   (2.15)

where the superscript * and ‘ indicates the prediction variables and correction variables,

and the superscript n+1 indicate the variables for the next time step. During MPS

simulation, the acceleration of velocity term in momentum equation is then given as

(Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010):

* 2( )n
i iu u t u f    (2.16)

11' nu t p


    (2.17)

The above equations represent the calculations of predictive and corrective velocity,

respectively. The predictive velocity is calculated by the viscous term and body force

term while the corrective velocity is calculated through pressure gradient term

(Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010).
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Figure 2- 2: Flowchart of MPS simulation

As shown in Figure 2- 2, the viscous term is calculated in the prediction step and the

pressure gradient term is then calculated in the correction step. The pressure of each

particle is calculated using the equation of state by utilizing the predictive particle

position (or the predictive particle number density). The explicit equation of state

improves the simulation efficiency of MPS method.

2.3.5 MPS boundary conditions

In numerical simulation, the boundary condition is usually required to reproduce the

geometry of the simulation domain. In grid-based method, the numerical boundary
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conditions have been developed for centuries. Most of the grid-based boundary

conditions are defined in Eulerian frame and show their benefits in fluid flow

simulations (Cai et al., 2010; LaRocque et al., 2013; Leu et al., 2008), however, in

particle-based method, the definition of boundary conditions becomes more difficult than

these used in traditional grid-based method (Fu and Jin, 2013; Shakibaeinia and Jin,

2010; Liu and Liu, 2007).

Generally, several numerical boundary conditions are widely used in numerical

simulations, such as solid boundary, inflow and outflow boundary, free surface boundary

and so on (Liu and Liu, 2007; Spinewine, 2005). In grid-based method, the solid

boundary is easy to represent, for example, the grid edge is usually defined as the solid

boundary and fluid properties will not be calculated beyond the solid boundary

(Spinewine and Capart, 2013; Theodorakakos and Bergeles, 2004). The inflow and

outflow boundary is also easy to define in grid-based method as indicated by previous

studies (Wang, 2010; Wu et al., 2000). However, the free surface boundary condition is

usually difficult to define in grid-based method which requires additional numerical

techniques to track the free surface due to the stationary grids (Hirt and Nichols, 1981;

Morichon et al., 2013). But in particle-based method such as MPS, the definitions of

different types of boundary conditions are quite different from these in grid-based

method. Hence, the boundary conditions in MPS method will be discussed in this section.
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(1) Solid boundary condition

The solid boundaries are the most commonly used boundaries in numerical simulation.

Most of the numerical simulations are executed in the simulation domain surrounded by

the solid boundaries. In particle-based method such as MPS, when the fluid particles go

approach to the solid boundary, new techniques are required to define the solid boundary

due to the spatial interpolation of particle characteristics will not be the same as that

inside the simulation domain (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010). Hereafter, several different

types of solid boundary conditions used in MPS method are listed and discussed.

(a) Bounce boundary

The bounce solid boundary condition is considered as the simplest solid boundary

condition in MPS method. If the fluid particles go approach the solid boundary, they will

reflect back from the solid boundary as shown in Figure 2- 3.

Figure 2- 3: Bounce solid boundary condition
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(b) Repulsive force

The repulsive force solid boundary condition invites a molecular level force, which is

known as Lennard-Jones form (Liu and Liu, 2007), to calculate the boundary repulsive

force. The repulsive force from the solid boundary will be calculated and applied to the

approaching fluid particles to prevent the fluid particles penetrating the solid boundary

(Liu and Liu, 2007). Figure 2- 4 shows the repulsive force boundary condition.

Figure 2- 4: Repulsive force boundary condition

(3) Ghost particle

Ghost particles are usually introduced together with the bounce boundary condition or

repulsive force boundary condition in order to overcome the particle number deficiency

near the solid boundary. Several layers of fixed ghost particles are placed beyond the

solid boundary to compensate the deficiency of particle number density. As shown in

Figure 2- 5, ghost particles are fixed and placed beyond the solid boundary, the wall

particles are used to represent the nature solid boundary (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010; Liu

and Liu, 2007). It is also noted that the number of layers of ghost particles only depends

on the searching radius used in MPS simulation (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010).
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Figure 2- 5: Fixed ghost particle boundary condition

(b) Mirror particle

Mirror particle is similar but slightly different from ghost particle used in MPS method.

The mirror particles are the symmetrical particles of the approaching fluid particles as

shown in Figure 2- 6. The positions of the mirror particles are varied during the

simulation. Although the mirror particle boundary condition shows similarity to the

ghost particle boundary condition, the utilizations of these two boundary condition are

different. Indeed, the mirror particle boundary condition is able to reproduce a symmetric

boundary which is usually preferred in some of the analytical problems which ask for

symmetric boundaries (Liu and Liu, 2007; Issa, 2005).
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Figure 2- 6: Mirror particle boundary condition

(2) Inflow and outflow boundary condition

The inflow and outflow boundary conditions are always required in the simulations with

inflow and outflow, such as open channel flows. In MPS simulation, the definition of

inflow and outflow boundary conditions also differs from these used in grid-based

method. In this section, several types of inflow and outflow boundary conditions used in

MPS method are discussed.

(a) Periodic boundary condition

As the simplest inflow and outflow boundary condition, the periodic boundary condition

is usually applied to some simple fluid flow simulations, such as the Poiseulle flow,

Couttee flow, flow over cylinder and so on. The periodic boundary condition reproduces

an infinite simulation domain by cycling the movement of fluid particles (Liu and Liu,

2007; Koshizuka et al., 1995). When the fluid particles move out of the simulation
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domain, these particles will be cycled from outflow zone to inflow zone immediately

without changing the fluid characteristics. A sketch of periodic boundary condition used

in MPS method is given as:

Figure 2- 7: Periodic boundary condition

(b) Recycling boundary

The periodic boundary condition is simple and easy to apply in particle method, however,

the periodic boundary condition is only valid in simple fluid flow simulations and is not

preferred for complicated practical fluid flows.

Traditionally, the inflow boundary includes velocity boundary, flow rate boundary,

pressure boundary and water level boundary, which are widely used in number of

numerical studies before. However, in particle-based method, none of the above
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boundary conditions can be easily applied, hence, some previous research in particle

method developed several inflow and outflow boundary conditions which are available

in particle based method. The recycling boundary condition is one of the most widely

used boundary condition dealing with the inflow and outflow boundaries in MPS

simulation (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010; Sahebari et al., 2011; Nazari et al., 2012; Fu and

Jin, 2013). The recycling boundary conditions introduced a new type of particles which

were not included in the fluid flow simulation initially but would participate the fluid

simulation later, namely storage particles. The fluid particles move out of the simulation

domain will be set as storage particles, while at a certain time step, some of the storage

particles will be injected into the simulation domain as fluid particles and participate the

simulation (Sahebari et al., 2011; Nazari et al., 2012).

Figure 2- 8: Recycling boundary condition

(3) Free surface boundary

Compared to the grid-based method, the free surface simulation in particle method such

as MPS is easier to implement because of the inherent advantage of the particle method

itself. Since the particles are highly movable in the simulation domain, the particle
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number density or surrounding particle numbers can both be utilized to represent the free

surface boundary condition. In MPS method, a widely accepted free surface boundary is

defined by considering the particle number density and is given as (Koshizuka et al.,

1995):

0

i
n n (2.18)

Where β is a numerical constant and is usually given from 0.8 to 0.99.

2.3.6 MPS turbulence model

In terms of high Reynolds number flow, problems such as hydraulic jump, spillway, and

stilling basins require a turbulence model. Many numerical methods have been

developed to simulate turbulent flow, such as DNS method, LES method, and so on. For

MPS method, during the last decades, some turbulence models have been developed,

including SPS (Sub-Particle-Scale)-LES (Large-Eddy Simulation) model, ε model and k-

ε model. In this portion of the study, a simple SPS-LES turbulent model was introduced

and utilized as described in the following sections to simulate the high Reynolds number

flow cases (Issa, 2005).

The SGS (Sub-Grid-Scale) turbulence model, which was first introduced by

Smagorinsky is widely known, with respect to grid-based methods (Issa, 2005), for its

simplicity and efficiency, while the SPS turbulence model, which was used in MPS

method, is similar to the SGS model since both of them simulate turbulent flow on the

level of the filter scale (usually the particle distance DL in MPS method) and use a

compensate term to represent the turbulent effects on the level of the sub-filter scale
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based on mixing length theory. The turbulent momentum equation represents the particle

scale turbulent flow as:

iD
D
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where iu and iu' are the particle scale and sub-particle scale turbulent component of iu .

Similar to the SGS-LES method, the Reynolds shear stress term ji '' uu , which represents

the sub scaled turbulent effects can be defined as:
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The term ijkδ
3
2

can be submerged into the pressure gradient term by defining

PT=P+2/3kδij, since k<<P, PT can be replaced by P during the simulation. When

considering the turbulent viscosity νt, a simple mixing length theory was introduced to

obtain the following formula:

ijij
2

LSt S2S)D(Cν  (2.22)

where CS is the Smagorinsky constant and DL is the initial particle distance, which is also

called the filter size in the SPS model. As indicated by previous researchers, the value of

CS depends on the Reynolds number, flow pattern, and discretization method. Since in

the SGS-LES model, CS =0.15 is usually used, in the SPS-LES model used in MPS in
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this study, CS =0.15 was selected, and the results of the numerical model show that the

turbulent model performed well with CS =0.15 (Shao and Gotoh, 2005, Sahebari et al.,

2011). This LES-SPS turbulence model was applied to all the cases in this study to

investigate the effects of turbulent flow. However, from the numerical testing, it was

found that the results obtained from the LES-SPS turbulence model did not show

significant differences from the original MPS method in some the open channel cases

with low inflow velocity, except in very high flow velocity cases. The particle distance

DL is small in the MPS simulation, and due to the low velocity in most of the open

channel cases in this study, the small particle distance DL enables the MPS method to

simulate the effects of eddies well if the flow velocity is not high. Thus, the turbulence

model did not play an important role in these kinds of open channel flow cases. However,

for extremely high velocity cases, since the velocity is relatively high, which causes a

very high Reynolds number, the turbulence model is important in this kind of flow.

2.4 Simulation of benchmarking case: Poiseulle flow

The Poiseulle flow represents the flow between two plant plates driven by the body force.

It is usually considered as a classical simulation case to verify the capacity of numerical

model in simulating simple fluid flow. Hence, a simple Poiseulle flow is established to

test the capacity of MPS method in fluid flow simulation in this section. Numbers of

previous research provided the analytical solution of Poiseulle flow under low Reynolds

number. Since the Poiseulle flow is conducted between two infinite plant plates, the

continuity equation is given in horizontal x-direction and vertical z-direction as (Liu and

Liu, 2007):
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xzddp
dx dz


  (2.23)

Considering isotropic fluid such as water, the shear stress is given as:

x
xz

du
dz

  
(2.24)

Combining the above two equations, the simplified one dimensional equation is given as:

2

2
x xdu dudp

dt dx d z
    

(2.25)

The above one dimensional Navior-Stokes equation represents the Poiseulle flow and

can be solved analytically, yields the analytical solution of steady state Poiseulle flow,

which is given as:

2 21( ) ( )
2x

dpu z a z
dx

   (2.26)

where a is half of the dimension in Z-direction between plant plates. The pressure

gradient force in the above equation can be replaced by external force if the driven force

is executed externally.

The steady state Poiseulle flow is given by above equation, the time dependent Poiseulle

flow equation can be also derived and is given as (Morris et al., 1997):
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The above equation shows the time-dependent streamwise velocity distribution in

Poiseulle flow, a testing case is then conducted using MPS method and will be compared

with the analytical solution of time-dependent Poiseulle flow. The initial configuration of

MPS geometry is given as: length of the plates l = 0.008m, the distance between two

plant plates is given as h = 0.001m, the particle size is initially set as DL=2×10-5 m,

leads to a total particle number of 34490. The fluid has the density of ρ = 1000kg/m3, the

kinetic viscosity υ = 10-6 m2/s and the external driven force is given as f = 0.0002 m/s2.

The initial particle configuration in MPS is simple by using three different types of

particles, which are fluid particle, wall particle and ghost particle, the top and bottom

plant plates are reproduced by wall particles and three layers of ghost particles, periodic

boundary condition is applied for both upstream and downstream boundaries to obtain

the infinitude of the simulation domain.

Figure 2- 9: Initial particle configuration of Poiseulle flow simulation in MPS

z (m)

x (m)
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Figure 2- 9 shows parts of the initial particle configuration in MPS method, all the

particles are initially stationary and will move forward driven by the external force

executed on themselves. The time-dependent velocity distributions in MPS results can be

obtained and compared with the analytical solution. The length of the simulation domain

is 8 times of the width in order to overcome the effects from initial condition and

periodic boundary condition at the beginning of simulation, the MPS data are all

collected at x = 0.004m which located in the middle of simulation domain to avoid the

effects from both upstream and downstream boundaries. Comparisons between MPS

results and analytical solution are given as:

Figure 2- 10: Time dependent velocity comparison, lines: analytical solution, dots: MPS

result

Lines: analytical solution,

Dots: MPS results
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In Figure 2- 10, the MPS results, in total, show good agreement with analytical solution

provided by Morris et al. (1997) although tiny discrepancies appear near the solid

boundary. Among all the comparisons, the MPS results show good agreement at t =

0.01s, and t = ∞, which indicates that the MPS results is close to analytical solution at

both the very early stage and the steady stage of this Poiseulle flow simulation, while at t

= 0.02s, t = 0.03s, t = 0.08s and t = 0.1s, the MPS results show some discrepancies, it is

due to the effects from the initial condition and the open boundary conditions used in this

simulation. However, the numerical error disappeared when the simulation becomes

steady state at t = ∞ since these effects will be gradually eliminated during the simulation.

The good agreement between MPS results and analytical solution of time-dependent

Poiseulle flow velocity shows the strong capacity of MPS method in simulating fluid

flows.
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Chapter 3 Simulating velocity distribution of

dam break with particle method

3.1 Introduction

Dam break cases are used as benchmark tests in various theoretical and numerical

studies (Ritter, 1892; Fraccarollo and Toro, 1995; Chanson, 2006; Oertel and Bung,

2012). Since it is an important phenomenon and is responsible for catastrophes

downstream of a breaking dam, extensive research has been conducted on dam break

flows for centuries. The early studies focused on the analytical solution of dam break

flow with various hypotheses (Ritter, 1892), and experimental studies were then

conducted in order to observe the dam break flow under controlled conditions in the

laboratory (Oertel and Bung, 2012). During recent decades, numerical studies on dam

break flows have developed and evolved along with the development of computer

technology, and it is much easier to simulate this type of problem on computers to

predict the behavior of dam break flows (Oertel and Bung, 2012).

As a typical type of transient flow, the analytical solution of dam break flow is derived

based on the hypothesis of horizontal, infinite length, and frictionless flow by Ritter

(1982). Meanwhile, however, a significant number of numerical methods have been

successfully applied in dam break flow simulation for decades and most have produced

convincing results (Gómez-Gesteira and Dalrymple, 2004; Lauber and Hager, 1998;

Chanson, 2009; Ozmen-Gagatay and Kocaman, 2010). It is also noted that since dam
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break flows are typical free surface flows, traditional grid-based numerical methods such

as FDM (Finite Difference Method) and FVM (Finite Volume Method) need additional

approaches to simulate the free surface flow, and the simulation domain is always much

larger than the dam break flow in order to apply the two-phase numerical models to

observe the free movement of water flow.

Most previous studies on dam break flows using particle method only provide the water

surface and front wave position of the dam break. Indeed, most of the gridless method

studies only used dam break flows for model calibration, and, therefore, detailed

information on dam breaks is always neglected. As a baseline, it is important to make a

quantitative analysis to show the capacity of the particle method not only on free

surfaces, but also on water flow characteristics. Larocque et al. (2013) conducted an

experimental study on 2D dam break flows, where the velocity profile along the flow

depth was obtained. It is rare to have the direct measurement of the velocity distribution

in a dam break test (Larocque et al., 2013) for numerical comparison. The particle

method was used for the first time to simulate the dam break with comparison to

experimental data of both water surface profiles and velocity distributions. The use of a

turbulence model and a roughness coefficient for different particle sizes was also

discussed.

In this section, both the water surface profile and velocity profile are discussed, and a

quantitative analysis is conducted based on RRMSE (Relative Root Mean Squared Error)

value calculated based on the difference between either analytical or experimental data

and numerical results obtained from MPS (Moving Particle Semi-implicit) method. Both
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upstream and downstream velocities are discussed, along with the improvements in MPS

results with the utilization of the turbulence model and roughness coefficient.

Notably, detailed information of dam break flows is included in present study, the

deficiency of standard MPS method and the improvements from the modified MPS

method show the capacity of particle method for predicting dam break flows.

3.1.1 Roughness treatment and turbulent model

The particle method uses moving particles instead of fixed grids in a Lagrangian system.

Most widely used free surface locating techniques in grid-based method perform grid

refinement near the free surface, which usually reduces the simulation efficiency, while

in particle method, this procedure is omitted. Particle method is then considered an

alternative to grid-based method in simulating complex flow phenomena (Fu and Jin,

2013), especially for flow with violent water surface change.

During the simulation, a roughness equation (Fu and Jin, 2013) is employed to handle

the flume bed roughness height, ks, which is considered to be 0.18 mm in the

experiments (Larocque et al., 2013), where e is the roughness coefficient used in the

MPS model to consider the roughness effect near fixed boundaries,

5.114.0ln
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and pseudo velocity is assigned to ghost particles placed beyond the flume bottom in the

MPS configuration in order to compensate for the velocity deficiency because of the
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missing roughness height value in MPS method. The pseudo velocity assigned to the

ghost particles is given as:

ghostu e gD
(3.2)

where ughost is the pseudo velocity, D is the initial water depth of the dam break, and

gD

represents the critical velocity obtained from the initial water column height of the

dam break, which is also used as the reference velocity in the quantitative analysis in the

later sections.

The popular turbulence model used in MPS method is the SPS-LES (Sub Particle Size-

Large Eddy Simulation) turbulence model (Gotoh et al., 2001; Sahebari et al., 2010).

This turbulence model behaves similarly to the traditional SGS-LES (Sub Grid Size-

Large Eddy Simulation) model used in the grid-based method. The SPS-LES turbulence

model solves the momentum equation by calculating the turbulent viscosity based on the

sub-particle size turbulence model.

It is noted that the front toe of the dam break usually has a high Reynolds’s number

along with the high velocity, and the turbulent flow will play an important role during

the simulation. The upstream parts of the dam break water column have lower velocity

and, thus, the turbulence will not affect the upstream portion of the dam break

significantly. The effects from the SPS turbulence model will be discussed in the

following sections.
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3.1.2 Numerical and experimental configuration

Experiments were conducted by Larocque et al. (2013) in a smooth wooden flume with

length L = 7.31 m, height H = 0.42 m, width W = 0.18 m, a bottom slope of 0.93%,

initial length of water column Lw = 3.37 m, and initial heights of water column upstream

D = 0.25 m, 0.30 m, and 0.35 m, respectively. The experimental setup is shown in Figure

3- 1. A Baumer ultrasonic distance measuring sensor was used to measure the water

depth with various probes set at different locations. The water depth d was estimated

through the signal from those sensors that do not pass through the water. Ultrasonic

Velocity Profiler (UVP) was used to measure the flow velocity.

Figure 3- 1: Experimental setup

The numerical geometry is the same as in the experiment, and the water flow is

represented by fluid particles while the solid boundaries are represented by wall particles.

Three layers of ghost particles are placed beyond the solid boundary in order to

compensate for the particle number density near the solid boundary. A simple bounce
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solid boundary condition is used as also shown in Figure 3- 2 (Shakibaeinia and Jin,

2010). When the particles move close to the wall, they will bounce from the solid

boundary. This is considered the simplest solid boundary condition in particle method,

and it does not require extra time on solid boundary simulation compared with other

types of solid boundary conditions. The downstream boundary is defined as a free

outflow boundary, and the definition of free outflow is different in particle method

compared with the grid-based method. In this study, when the particles penetrate a

certain section of the simulation domain, those particles will be removed from the

simulation. Different particle sizes, DL = 0.025 m, 0.01 m, and 0.005 m, were selected in

the numerical study, leading to a different total particle number as shown in Table 3- 1.

The different particle sizes give rise to different particle numbers and different

computing time, generally, double the particle size and four times the total particle

number, and a larger number of total particles will also lead to a longer simulation time.

However, it is not worth using too many particles during the simulation since the

computing time will increase rapidly. Therefore, in this study, efforts are made to

improve the simulation results provided by MPS method on the particle size level of DL

= 0.01 m, which is considered an acceptable particle size during the simulation.

Table 3- 1: Particle size and total particle number used in MPS

Case D (m) Particle size DL (m)
Total particle

number
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1 0.25 0.025 2694

2 0.30 0.025 2964

3 0.35 0.025 3234

4 0.25 0.01 11718

5 0.30 0.01 13403

6 0.35 0.01 15088

7 0.25 0.005 40254

8 0.30 0.005 46994

9 0.35 0.005 53734

Figure 3- 2: Numerical setup and boundary conditions

Since a sub-particle size turbulence model is used, the filter size Δl used in the

turbulence model becomes the particle size DL in MPS method, and therefore, the
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turbulence from sub-particle sized elements will be calculated. Previous studies

suggested that the SPS turbulence model performs well in MPS model although it will

increase total simulation time by 10-15%. Different particle sizes were used to study the

effects between the particle size and the turbulence model in MPS method.

It is noted that dimensionless units are used in the comparisons in the following sections,

which are given as:

' xx
gDt

 , ' yy
D

 , '
/
tt
D g

 , ' uu
gD

 (3.3 a,b,c,d)

The above dimensionless units represent the horizontal distance x’, vertical distance y’,

simulation time t’, and flow velocity u’ in the comparison.

3.2 Simulation: Water surface comparison
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Figure 3- 3: Effects of particle size on water surface profile for D = 0.25 m at t’ = 3.13

Figure 3- 3 shows the comparisons amongst the experimental data, analytical solution,

and the MPS method without the turbulence model for DL = 0.025 m, 0.01 m, and 0.005

m. The analytical solution is given as (Chanson, 2006):

0
1 12
9 2

d g xS t
D D t gD

 
    

 
(3.4)

where d is the water depth, x is the distance from the dam break, and t is the time.

The front wave speed obtained from coarse particle size is not as fast as those obtained

by fine particle size. The results obtained from fine particle size DL = 0.005 m are more

accurate in MPS simulation. However, 40254 particles are used for DL = 0.005 m,

leading to a total CPU time of 9 hours for a 5 second dam break case while a lower

particle number of 2694 for DL = 0.025 m only takes 0.15 hours for the same set-up on a

computer with 12 GB RAM and an i7-3770 CPU. There is a maximum of 5-8%

difference in water surface between the experimental data and MPS results.
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Figure 3- 4: Analytical and experimental data vs MPS at t’ = 3.13 for D = 0.25m

Figure 3- 4 shows the RRMSE comparison amongst analytical, experimental, and MPS

methods. The best RRMSE value coincides with the comparison shown in Figure 3- 3.

Indeed, the RRMSE value is good for all the MPS results compared with either the

analytical or experimental results. The best RRMSE in Figure 3- 4 is from DL = 0.005 m,

which also provides the best surface profile in Figure 3- 3. Thus, MPS method can

reproduce the water surface profile well in dam break simulation. The results obtained

from MPS method with the turbulence model and roughness coefficient are not included

in Figure 3- 3 and Figure 3- 4 since it is also noted that the water surface profile did not

show any significant difference. Indeed, as shown in Figure 3- 3 and Figure 3- 4, the

particle size becomes the most influential factor in water surface comparison. The small

RRMSE values in Figure 3- 4 confirm that MPS method will provide a convincing water

surface profile no matter what particle size is used during the simulation. However,
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given both the simulation accuracy and efficiency, particle size DL = 0.01 m is

recommended and were used in most of the simulations in this study.

3.3 Simulation: Velocity profile

Previous research on particle method providing both surface profile and velocity

comparisons on dam breaks are rare. Therefore, in this study, attention is paid more to

the velocity distributions both upstream and downstream of the dam break flow in MPS.

Effects from different particle sizes, the turbulence model, and the roughness coefficient

are discussed first. The upstream and downstream velocity profile comparisons, as well

as the RRMSE values based on the differences between experimental and numerical

results, are examined in order to analyze the simulation results quantitatively.

Figure 3- 5: Effects from particle size, turbulence model, and roughness coefficient (a) x’

= -0.085, t’ = 14, D = 0.25 m (b) x’ = -0.26, t’ = 6.5, D = 0.35 m
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Figure 3- 6: Experimental vs. MPS (a) x’ = -0.085, t’ = 14, D = 0.25 m, (b) x’ = -0.26, t’

= 6.5, D = 0.35 m

3.3.1 Effects from particle size and SPS-LES turbulence model

In Figure 3- 5, the velocity distributions at x’ = -0.085 and t’ = 14 for initial water

column height D = 0.25 m and x’ = -0.26 and t’ = 6.5 for initial water column height D =

0.35 m are plotted, respectively. The particle sizes of DL = 0.025 m, 0.01 m, and 0.005 m

are used for runs with or without the turbulence model and the roughness coefficient.

The velocity discrepancy responding to the particle size difference is clearly shown in

Figure 3- 5. The MPS results are good in comparison with DL = 0.005 m to other

simulations using larger particles. This tendency also shows in the water surface profile

in Figure 3- 3, which shows that the location of the front wave is behind the experimental

data when using coarse particles. The RRMSE value considering the experimental data
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and MPS results are also calculated as shown in Figure 3- 6(a) and (b), which indicates

that the velocities are not satisfied near the bottom but become better further above the

bottom. In general, the velocity profile shows that when y’ is greater than 0.2, the MPS

results are acceptable. These discrepancies are possibly introduced because of the

absence of flume roughness height in the MPS model as a smoothed wood bed with a

bed roughness height of 0.18 mm is used (Larocque et al., 2013) in the experiments. The

particle size used in MPS method is not small enough to represent the roughness height.

Thus, the velocity profile near the flume bottom is not the same as the experimental

results. Since the particle sizes used in the simulation are DL = 0.025 m, 0.01 m, and

0.005 m, all are much larger than the roughness height of 0.18 mm, and such a large

particle size can only reproduce a larger roughness height. Also, the shear layer becomes

thicker in the MPS results than the experimental data. In order to improve the accuracy

of the numerical results, a roughness coefficient is introduced in present study. The

coefficient e is calculated based on the water depth h, the particle size DL, and the bottom

roughness height ks. With the roughness coefficient e value, the bottom velocity profile

becomes closer to the experimental data, which means the MPS method can handle the

bottom roughness sub-layer with the roughness coefficient e. In Figure 3- 5(a), the

velocity profile improved with the addition of the turbulence model and roughness

coefficient. The introduction of the turbulence model improves the velocity profile with

large particle size. As Figure 3- 5(a) shows, the turbulence model improves the velocity

profile along the whole comparison section, and the roughness coefficient also helps to

increase the velocity near the bottom. The numerical result from FLUENT are also
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plotted in Figure 3- 5(a). The FLUENT results show more stable and smoother results.

But the velocity profile obtained from MPS method also shows good agreement with the

experimental data.

In Figure 3- 6(a), the RRMSE value is 0.243 for the MPS results with the turbulence

model and roughness coefficient. Because the experiment only provides data under y’ =

2, the RRMSE value is not satisfied without the roughness coefficient, which also

confirms that the roughness coefficient helps to improve the velocity profile near the

bottom.

Figure 3- 5(b) and Figure 3- 6(b) show the effects from different particle sizes in MPS

method. Generally, a smaller particle size will provide more accurate results. DL = 0.005

m shows closer agreement in Figure 3- 5(b) and a smaller RRMSE value in Figure

3- 6(b). It is expected that if an extremely smaller particle size were used in MPS method,

much more accurate results would be obtained. However, such a small particle size

would lead to a very large particle number and lengthy simulation time. Therefore, a

larger particle size with the inclusion of a turbulence model as well as roughness

coefficient is recommended in MPS method.
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3.3.2 Upstream velocity comparison

Figure 3- 7: Upstream velocity distribution comparison at x = -0.3m for D = 0.3 m (a) t’

= 2.87, (b) t’ = 7.14, (c) t’ = 12.8 (d) t’ = 14.3

Figure 3- 7 shows the velocity comparison at the upstream location x = -0.3 m from the

initial breach location for D = 0.3 m at times (a) t’ = 2.87, (b) t’ = 7.14, (c) t’ = 12.8, and

(d) t’ = 14.3, which includes both the early stage and the late stage of the dam break flow.

In Figure 3- 7, with particle size level DL = 0.01 m, the turbulence model and the

roughness coefficient improve the calculation of velocity distribution, although some

discrepancies still exist. It is clear that at the early stages of t’ = 2.87 and t’ = 7.14, the

run with DL = 0.01 m does not present satisfactory results without modifications. If the

turbulence model and roughness coefficient are used with the same particle size, the
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results are greatly improved. Given the later stage of the dam break flow shown in Figure

3- 7(c) and (d), the experimental velocity is larger than the MPS results near the bottom

in the late stage. The water flow becomes shallow and the absence of the flume

roughness will affect the velocity near the bottom. The MPS with the turbulence model

and the roughness coefficient provides a much better result compared with the standard

MPS method, although in the later stage, the velocity obtained from the modified MPS

method is still slightly smaller than in the experimental data. In Figure 3- 7(a), (c), and

(d), the numerical results obtained from FLUENT, executed by LaRocque et al. (2013),

are also plotted. The FLUENT results are stable and smooth since it is a mature grid-

based simulation software, and it, therefore, provides convincing results. However, the

MPS method, although showing some fluctuations and discrepancies from the

experimental data, is still close to the FLUENT results and, therefore, provides

acceptable results.

Considering the RRMSE comparison shown in Figure 3- 8, the MPS method does not

provide close results near the bottom, but the velocity shows good agreement with

experimental data above y’ = 0.2. The velocity profiles become vertical both in the

simulation and the experiment when y’ = 0.2. Overall, the turbulence model will improve

MPS by 30% in most cases, and the RRMSE value of MPS results with the turbulence

model is also better than that without turbulence model. The roughness coefficient also

improves the velocity distributions near the bottom compared with the standard MPS

method.
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From the comparisons shown in both Figure 3- 7(a) and Figure 3- 8(a), the MPS results

become larger than the experimental data with the turbulence model and roughness

coefficient. The MPS results also show some fluctuations. Since in the early stage the

introduction of the roughness coefficient gives rise to high velocity of the bottom ghost

particles, that velocity will accelerate the fluid particles near the bottom in the early stage

of the simulation because the simulation has a static initial condition. Therefore, the

MPS simulation leads to a higher velocity distribution near the bottom if the roughness

coefficient is used during the simulation.

However, the comparisons shown in Figure 3- 7(b) to (d) and Figure 3- 8(b) to (d)

confirm the results from the modified MPS model, which provides good agreement with

the experimental data. The quantitative comparison using the RRMSE value improves

70-80% on the basis of the modifications to the MPS method. Though a relatively large

DL = 0.01 m is used during the simulation, the upstream velocity near the bottom is still

acceptable with experimental data and is better than the standard MPS method.
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Figure 3- 8: Experimental vs. MPS at x = -0.3 m for D = 0.3 m (a) t’ = 2.87, (b) t’ = 7.14,

(c) t’ = 12.8, (d) t’ = 14.3

Figure 3- 9 shows the velocity profile comparison near the water surface at the upstream

location of x = -0.9 m for an initial water column height of D = 0.25 m. The comparison

is made at the same particle size of DL = 0.01 m with and without the turbulence model

and the roughness coefficient in order to clearly show the effects from the modifications
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in MPS at the same particle size. In Figure 3- 9(a), comparisons are conducted at t’ =

6.25, and the results obtained from the standard MPS method with DL = 0.01 m without

the turbulence model and roughness coefficient shows an underestimate of 30% of the

surface velocity compared to the experimental data. Including the turbulence model and

roughness coefficient improves the velocity profile. The surface flow velocity is

relatively low in Figure 3- 9(a), and small fluctuations in velocity calculation will lead to

a large discrepancy in the MPS method. In Figure 3- 9(b), since the breaking wave is

away from the comparison section, MPS results both with and without the modifications

of the turbulence model and roughness height give a good comparison to the

experimental data. From both Figure 3- 9(a) and (b), the MPS method actually provides a

closer velocity near the water surface than the bottom velocity, as shown in previous

figures. As a particle-based method, MPS is good at simulating free surface flow.

Therefore, the surface velocity comparison behaves better than the bottom velocity

comparison since the standard MPS method lacks of special treatment of bottom

roughness height.

Both the RRMSE values in Figure 3- 10(a) and (b) are relatively small. In Figure 3- 10,

the surface velocity comparison provides good agreement with the experimental data

since MPS method is good at simulating the water surface. While the RRMSE value in

Figure 3- 8 is not as good as in Figure 3- 10, improvements in the velocity comparison

are achieved by introducing the turbulence model rather than the roughness coefficient

during the simulation, as discussed in Figure 3- 5. Therefore, it is confirmed again that
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the surface velocity is more sensitive to the introduction of the turbulence model and the

bottom velocity is more sensitive to the roughness coefficient.

Figure 3- 9: Upstream velocity distribution comparison at x = -0.9 m and D = 0.25 m (a)

t’ = 6.25, (b) t’ = 9.40

Indeed, at the early stage of the simulation, t’ = 6.25, since the simulation starts from a

static initial condition, the RRMSE value from the standard MPS method is 0.307 and

shows some discrepancies between experimental data and MPS results, but at the late

stage, t’ = 9.40, the RRMSE value from standard MPS method is 0.077 since the effects

from the initial condition are lower compared with the early stage. The modified MPS
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method provides smaller RRMSE value and close velocity profiles in both early and late

stage comparisons. It is also confirmed that the RRMSE values of modified MPS method

are smaller than in the standard MPS method either at the early or late stage of the

upstream surface velocity, which demonstrates the improvements with the modified

MPS method.

Figure 3- 10: Experimental vs. MPS at x = -0.9 m and D = 0.25 m (a) t’ = 6.25 (b) t’ =

9.40

3.3.3 Downstream velocity comparison

Downstream velocity is usually larger than upstream velocity (Larocque et al., 2013)

because of the shallow water depth and the high speed front wave. Figure 3- 11 shows

the velocity profile comparison at t’ = 11.5 at four different locations, x’ = 0.09, x’ =

0.22, x’ = 0.26, and x’ = 0.35, downstream of the breaking dam. The x’’ used in Figure
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3- 11 is the dimensionless x direction units away from the probe used in experiment and

x’’= x/t(gD)0.5.

The result in Figure 3- 11 coincides with the underestimation of downstream velocity,

which will affect the movement of the front wave in the dam break case. Therefore, in

Figure 3- 11, the simulation results obtained from DL = 0.01 m with the turbulence model

and roughness coefficient show higher velocity compared with upstream velocity in

downstream locations, which will exhibit a faster front wave movement compared with

the results by DL = 0.01 m without the turbulence model. Note that the probe used in the

experiments is placed 0.045 m above the flume bottom, and the velocity is high in the

downstream area. The standard and modified MPS methods both obtain higher velocity,

but the modified MPS method obtains very close results compared with the experimental

data.

Figure 3- 12 confirms that by using the turbulence model and roughness coefficient,

MPS results are acceptable with a very small value of RRMSE as they provide good

agreement with the experimental data. The RRMSE value comparison also shows that

with the turbulence model, all the values obtained from the modified MPS method are

less than 0.03, which shows very good agreement with the experimental data via

quantitative analysis. Therefore, as turbulence plays an important role in velocity

distributions, the modifications applied to the MPS method are recommended. In total,

the RRMSE value confirms that in the downstream locations, the MPS method provides

good simulations compared with the experimental data.
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Figure 3- 11: Downstream velocity distribution comparison at different locations for t’ =

11.5 and D = 0.3 m (a) x’ = 0.09, (b) x’ = 0.22, (c) x’ = 0.26 (d) x’ = 0.35
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Figure 3- 12: Experimental vs. MPS for t’ = 11.5 and D = 0.3 m (a) x’ = 0.09, (b) x’ =

0.22, (c) x’ = 0.26 (d) x’ = 0.35

3.4 Chapter conclusion

Simulation of a benchmark dam break case is presented using a gridless method to study

water surface profiles and velocity distributions in the vertical direction. Previous
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research of the particle method seldom provides velocity distribution comparisons in

dam break cases since the experimental data are rare. Good agreement between the MPS

method and experimental data shows the capability of particle method for simulating

dam breaks. Since the detailed velocity distribution comparison was not performed in the

particle method in a dam break case previously, the results and discussion in this chapter

confirms the capability of using MPS method in simulating dam break cases.

Additionally, a SPS-LES turbulence model was introduced into the MPS method to

investigate the effects of employing a turbulence model. Since this turbulence model

calculates the turbulence on the level of sub-particle size, three different particle sizes DL

= 0.025 m, DL = 0.01 m and DL = 0.005 m, were selected in MPS simulation to show the

effects. In general, simulation results from a coarse particle size will produce reasonable

results compared to those using very fine particles if the SPS-LES turbulence model is

used. LaRocque et al. (2013) introduced a LES turbulence model in their grid-based

FVM method and obtained a good comparison with experimental results. The SPS-LES

model used in the present MPS model improves the simulation accuracy, which is

similar to the observed behavior of the LES model in the grid-based method study.

Quantitative analysis between experimental and numerical results is then conducted, and

the RRMSE values were calculated for all the comparisons obtained in this chapter.

From the analysis of the RRMSE value, the standard MPS method provides a convincing

water surface simulation, but the velocity comparisons at different sections are not

satisfactory on the particle size level of DL = 0.01 m, and the modified MPS method,

although it requires 10-15% more simulation time, will produce acceptable simulation
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results with a smaller RRMSE value in velocity comparisons both upstream and

downstream of the dam break flow. Moreover, the roughness coefficient used in MPS

method also improved the velocity distribution near the flume bottom.

It is also noted that a very fine particle size will exhibit better simulation (Fu and Jin,

2013). However, a fine particle size will lead to a very large number of particles and

increase the computing time. The efficiency of MPS method is reached with a coarse

particle size along with the SPS-LES model and roughness coefficient, although there

are some discrepancies in numerical results. Though the present model requires longer

simulation time compared with the grid-based method, further optimizations such as a

parallelization or GPU-based simulation will greatly improve the model efficiency as

reported by in previous studies (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010b).
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Chapter 4 Roughness coefficient in open

channel flow simulation

4.1 Introduction

Previously, the grid-based Eulerian methods have had difficulties in simulating open

channel flow, especially with waves or large deformations near the water surface.

Although the Volume Of Fluid (VOF) method can solve the problem of free surface

tracking (Crespo et al., 2007; Mohapatra et al., 2001), its efficiency and accuracy are not

satisfactory (Ferrari, 2010). In recent years, Lagrangian gridless methods have been

extensively developed due to their advantages in simulating fluid flow with free surface

(Monaghan, 1988; Gomez-Gesteira et al., 2010). The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

(SPH) method (Monaghan, 1992) and Moving Particle Implicit (MPS) method are two

typical types of the Lagrangian method. SPH, first developed for the simulation of

astronomy, has been extended to the simulation of hydraulic problems (Monaghan 1994,

Liu and Liu 2010; Ferrari 2010), while MPS (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996) is originally a

hydraulics simulation method and is good at simulating free surface flow. Dam break

flow, breaking waves and water bubbles have been successfully simulated using gridless

methods (Crespo et al., 2008; Koshizuka et al., 1998). These simulations proved that the

gridless method is a powerful tool in simulating complicated fluid flow with large

deformations (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010a; Takeda et al., 1994). Nowadays, particle

method has been extended into some of 3D flow cases such as wave impact on the
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structure (Gómez-Gesteira and Dalrymple, 2004), ocean wave simulation (Gómez-

Gesteira et al., 2005), rigid solids impact water (Maruzewski et al., 2010) and so on.

However, difficulties exist in using the gridless particle method for open channel flow

due to the characteristics of the upstream and downstream boundaries, bed roughness

and variable bed types of open channel flow. Until recently, most of the studies on

gridless methods were in closed systems without open boundaries. And most simulation

cases of SPH or MPS, such as gravity currents (Monaghan, 1996), solitary flows,

(Monaghan et al., 1999), beach flows and wave interactions with breakwater (Shao,

2005), are simulated based on a closed tank or confined area. Most of the previous cases

show very good results using the gridless method; however, it is still necessary to

simulate open boundary cases to show the abilities of gridless method in water flow

simulation. Therefore, some of the more recent studies have focused on the definition of

upstream and downstream boundary conditions, interfacial flow simulation (Colagrossi

and Landrini, 2003) and open boundary simulations (Sahebari et al., 2011; Valizadeh et

al., 2008).

Bed roughness becomes an important issue when considering open channel flow

simulation with a gridless method. Indeed, the gridless method has deficiencies in

dealing with the bed roughness because the particle distance is always much larger than

the roughness height of the channel bed and thus, simulation accuracy, as well as

flexibility, will decrease. Various boundary conditions for the purpose of the solid

boundary treatment have been developed (Monaghan and Kajtar, 2009), such as

repulsive solid boundary (Monaghan, 1994), bounce solid boundary, (Monaghan and
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Gingold, 1983), mirror boundary conditions (Valizadeh et al., 2008), boundary integrals

(Di Monaco et al., 2011; Kulasegaram et al., 2004) and the ghost particle-based

boundary condition (Gotoh et al., 2001; Issa, 2005). However, none of those boundary

treatment methods can represent the roughness height of the channel bottom, which is

important in hydraulic engineering problems and little research has been focused on the

effect of roughness height in open channel flow simulation using the gridless method.

Over the years, less attention was paid to the bed roughness in gridless methods.

Generally speaking, if the particle distance is small enough, the roughness height and

bed geometry can be automatically represented well. However, it will also lead to an

extreme demand of computing resources due to the number of small particles used in the

computation. It is unrealistic to use such small particle distances in MPS method, not

only because of the lack of efficiency, but also because of the limitations of computer

capacity. Therefore, it is desirable to use large particles to reduce the simulation time but

maintain accurate results. In order to simulate the open channel flow with the gridless

method efficiently and practically, a different technique to deal with channel bed

boundary conditions with large particle distance is required. In this chapter, the ghost

particle method is considered, since previous studies of the gridless method indicated

that the ghost particle technique is the simplest method to treat the boundary conditions

in the gridless method (Monaghan, 2005; Molteni and Colagrossi, 2009). A relationship

between the ghost particle velocity coefficient and roughness height in open channel

flow simulation is established. The method is then applied to open channel flow

simulations to show the accuracy and efficiency of the new approach. With this
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technique, the effects of bed roughness height can be represented even if a large particle

distance is used without losing too much simulation accuracy. Hence, this technique will

show a great improvement in simulation efficiency in open channel simulation using

MPS method with fewer particle numbers, and the capacity of MPS method in open

channel simulation considering bed roughness height is also improved because small

particle distance is no longer required to represent the bed roughness.

4.2 Developed boundary conditions for open channel flow

simulation

Traditionally, open channel flow simulation requires open boundary conditions which

are known as upstream and downstream boundary conditions. In MPS method, the

definition of upstream and downstream boundary conditions is different from those in

grid-based method such as FDM or FEM. Herein, we utilized a recycling open boundary

conditions with the help of storage particles, which is also used by Shakibaeinia and Jin

(2010). Figure 4- 1 shows the recycling boundary condition used in this chapter.
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Figure 4- 1: The recycling open boundary condition

Figure 4- 2: Boundary particle configuration

While considering the solid boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 4- 2, the search

radius re is usually selected as 3 times the inter-particle distance DL (Shakibaeinia and Jin,

2010). Therefore, three layers of ghost particles will be configured to fulfill the particle
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number density near the boundary so that the particle interaction can be properly

simulated near the boundary. However, this approach leads to some problems. Firstly,

when the boundary formation is changed, the particle configuration cannot represent the

boundary correctly, and, thus, the simulation results will be affected near the boundary

area. Secondly, the bed roughness is still not considered in open channel flow when the

gridless method is used. Therefore, it is important to develop a new technique to include

bed roughness in open channel models using MPS method.

4.2.1 Simulation accuracy and efficiency

In the MPS method, a smaller particle distance can reproduce detailed flow

characteristics but increase the simulation time (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996). In order to

study the simulation accuracy and efficiency, a simple numerical model with different

particle distances based on a 3.6m long straight open channel with a uniform inflow

velocity of Uo=0.206m/s, uniform water depth h = 0.242m and bed roughness height

ks=0.01mm was established. Logarithmic law and power law as well as the experimental

data are employed to compare with the MPS results. Five runs have been conducted with

different particle distances as shown in Table 4- 1. The simulation time is 500s in order

to reach the steady state. No special treatment was applied to the solid boundary

condition near the channel bed, a simple bounce boundary condition with three layers of

ghost particles set beyond the boundary was used in all the cases in Table 4- 1.

Table 4- 1: MPS simulation parameters

Run 1 2 3 4 5
DL (Particle 0.015 0.01 0.0075 0.005 0.0025
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Distance)
(m)

Total particle
number (N) 4940 10254 17536 37776 144976

Run time
(days) 0.6 1.5 2 6 30

During the simulation, it is found that MPS results do not simulate the velocity profile

well due to the channel bed roughness and the boundary layer cannot be represented

correctly. However, it achieves better agreement with experimental data with decreasing

particle distance. The velocity comparison of the MPS method with different particle

distance and experimental data, as well as the logarithmic law and power law inside the

boundary layer, is shown in Figure 4- 3:

Figure 4- 3: Boundary layer velocity distribution comparison between MPS and

experimental data
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As Figure 4- 3 shows, u is the horizontal velocity and y is the distance measured from the

channel bed. It should also be noted that the MPS results in Figure 4- 3 do not include

the time average. The FLUENT results behave better near the bottom than the MPS

results, since the MPS results become extremely small below y/h=0.2 because the bed

roughness cannot be represented well in this region. In the area near the water surface,

the experimental data shows a slightly increasing velocity. The FLUENT results do not

show this trend, while MPS results, although showing some oscillations, gives the

tendency of increasing velocity near the surface. Moreover, as can be anticipated from

Figure 4- 3, if a much smaller particle distance DL is used, the MPS results will be better

in the area near the bottom and the surface but the simulation time will be much longer

than FLUENT. All the numerical tests are performed on a Dell Vostro work station i7

processor without parallel processing.

4.2.2 Effect of roughness height compared with FVM

In order to show the bed roughness effects on MPS simulation, a finite volume method

(FLUENT, 2009; Karim et al., 2009) was employed to simulate the open channel flow

presented in the previous section.

The basic numerical setup in FLUNET is the same as the simple straight open channel

case in the previous section and the VOF open channel flow model and the wall function

are activated in FLUENT. The grid number in FLUENT equals 35370 with the grid size

equaling 0.02m at the beginning and refined to 0.005m in the area both near the channel

bed and water surface. In the MPS simulation, particle distance is set to 0.005m and the
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results are time averaged to reduce the oscillations. The comparison among VOF, MPS

and the experimental data is shown in Figure 4- 4.

Figure 4- 4: Velocity distribution comparison

In Figure 4- 4, the FLUENT results show better agreement with the experimental data

than the MPS results, especially in the area near the channel bed. The activated wall

function and roughness height in FLUENT ensure the ability of the finite volume method

represent the channel bed roughness although the grid size is always much larger than

the roughness height and thus provides a convincing velocity distribution along the

vertical section. The MPS results show worse velocity distribution but better velocity

near the water surface. This is likely because the grid is not fine enough or the VOF
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method cannot represent the free surface as accurately as a gridless method such as MPS

(Ferrari, 2010).

It is clear that with the help of the wall function and roughness height coefficient, the

traditional finite volume method can successfully simulate velocity distribution in an

open channel. Since the boundary condition and roughness are important, it is desirable

to develop a new technique to include the roughness height in the MPS method.

4.3 Velocity coefficient based boundary condition

Firstly, a special comparison of the MPS results with experimental data is conducted.

Different particle distances and ghost particle velocity have been tested through trial and

error until a satisfactory velocity profile is reached as shown in Figure 4- 6. The ghost

particle velocity coefficient e can be defined as:

m

particleghost

U
U

e  (4.1)

in which Um is a characteristic velocity of open channel flow. It was set as uniform flow

velocity Uo for all cases in this study, and Ughost particle is assigned to all the ghost particles

set beyond the channel bed regardless of their relative position. Previously, the ghost

particles were usually used to avoid particle number density deficiency near the solid

boundary. This ghost particle method is the simplest method within the particle-based

method because it is easy to understand and utilize. In this chapter, since the MPS

method cannot simulate rough bed open channel flow correctly, with the help of ghost

particle velocity Ughost particle the problem of velocity distribution can be fixed. And Figure
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4- 5 shows how this ghost particle velocity affects the MPS results near the solid

boundary.

Figure 4- 5: The effect of Ughost particle in MPS method

During the calculation, both the velocity gradient and Laplacian number of the fluid

particles near the bed boundary will be affected by the ghost particle velocity. From

Figure 4- 5, when the fluid particle moves closer to the solid boundary condition

(channel bed), the original ghost particle method, with no velocity assigned, will fix the

particle deficiency problem. While the new approach, with the velocity assigned to the

ghost particles, during the simulation, the poor velocity distribution of fluid particles

near the wall boundary will be fixed due to the MPS simulation functions, if the fluid

particle is close enough to the channel bed, all three layers of ghost particles will affect it,

while if the fluid particle is not very much close to the channel bed, only one or two
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layers of ghost particles worked for the improvement of the velocity profile, and thus, all

of the three layer of the ghost particles will be assigned the velocity Ughost particle, as is

shown in Eq. (4.1) and Figure 4- 5.

In order to establish a relationship between the ghost particle velocity coefficient and

channel bed roughness height, test runs were performed based on the numerical case in

the previous section, and the results are shown in Figure 4- 7. A regression analysis is

performed based on the following relationship between ghost particle velocity coefficient

e, flow depth h and roughness height ks,which is established as:

Figure 4- 6: The most suitable e value for different particle distance
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Figure 4- 7: Analysis of artificial coefficient e and roughness height ks
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(4.2)

Since test cases shown in Figure 4- 7 are all for positive e values, therefore, Eq. (4.2) is

valid for e > 0.

4.4 Case study

4.4.1 Flow over smooth bed

To verify the MPS model using the ghost particle velocity coefficient in the boundary

condition, a test case based on an experiment (Leu et al., 2008) to simulate flow over a

sill as shown in Figure 4- 8 was executed. A 2D model was developed using the MPS
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method. The total number of particles was 4921 with the particle distance DL equal to

0.015m and total simulation time was 500s to reach the steady state.

When considering the channel bed roughness height, the roughness height was 0.01mm

for the smoothed plexiglass bed of the flume. Based on Eq. (4.2), the ghost particle-

based artificial velocity coefficient e = 25 was assigned to the ghost particles near the

bottom boundary and inside the sill.

Figure 4- 8: Geometry of numerical model

The numerical results were compared with the experimental result in 6 different sections

as shown in Figure 4- 9. The time-averaged MPS numerical results and experimental

data are compared in Figure 4- 9. It should be noted again that turbulence model

provided in section 2.2 has been applied in all the cases in the following sections,

however, the LES-SPS turbulence model in MPS method did not show significant

differences in the simulation results compared to the original MPS method which may

because of the small particle distance, and the sub-scaled turbulence viscosity did not
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significantly affect the fluid flow velocity distribution in uniform open channel flow

simulation, thus, the results obtained from turbulence model simulation are not shown in

the comparison figures. While considering the hydraulic jump case in which turbulence

model plays an important role due to the rapid flow and high velocity, the results

obtained from the turbulence model show some differences compare to the original MPS

result and the comparison between original, turbulence and the modified MPS are shown

in the comparison figures in section 4.4.

Figure 4- 9: Dimensionless u-velocity (streamwise velocity) comparison of sill

As can be seen in Figure 4- 9, the velocity distributions by MPS are improved when the

coefficient e is used. At S1 (x = -0.15m), before the sill, note that the sill does not affect

the flow. The MPS velocity distribution, with the help of the new boundary condition

approach, is similar to the experimental data, while the original MPS method did not

show the flow velocity distribution accurately. When the flow begins to accelerate over

the sill at S2 (x = 0.03m), the MPS results did not show good agreement with the
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experimental data; MPS showed better results with the new boundary approach, although

there are still discrepancies, which might be due to the fact that larger particles are used

and wall particle and ghost particle-based MPS geometry cannot represent the sharp

angle correctly, so the MPS method failed to react to the sharp geometry change. As S2

is close to the sharp change of the geometry of the sill and the 90 degree corner of the sill

cannot be represented well by MPS method as discussed in Figure 4- 2, the sharp change

of the sill boundary is replaced by a curve at the corner so that the change of the

streamwise velocity in MPS is not as rapid as the experimental data. However, with the

new approach, the velocity distribution is better than in the original MPS method. With

the flow at S3 (x = 0.12m), the flow velocity near the solid boundary at the top of the sill

showed better agreement between the MPS results and experimental data. Since S3 is

0.12 m from the sharp change of the sill, the deficiency of MPS in representing the sharp

change of the sill still affects the streamwise velocity distribution at S3, but the effect is

not as significant as it is at S2. Both the results of the original and modified MPS method

were closer to the experimental data compared with S2. Again, the acceleration of the

flow velocity is also shown both in the MPS results with the help of the new approach

and the experimental data, while the original MPS results did not show this acceleration.

At the toe of the sill, there is a recirculation region in which vortices occur and flow

reverses. The recirculation region is clearly shown both in the MPS results and

experiment data at S4 (x = 0.225m) and S5(x = 0.525m) in Figure 4- 9. The negative

velocity occurs below y/hs = 0.31 which causes the reversed flow at the toe of the sill,

and the velocity gradient from y/hs = 0.25 to y/hs = 0.56 is high; this high velocity
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gradient is also attributed to the presence of the sill, which changes the streamline pattern

at the bottom of the flume. The results from MPS simulation show the reverse flow from

S4 to S5 and the length of the recirculation is also about 4 times the sill height, which is

the same as was observed in the experiment.

When the reverse flow disappears, the flow near the bottom begins to develop again

because there is no obstacle at the bottom of the flume. The velocity distribution at S6 (x

= 1.05m), which is far away from the sill, becomes similar to S1. The results show that

good agreement between MPS with the new boundary condition approach and the

experimental data at S6.

From the comparison of the experimental data and MPS results, the ability of MPS to

simulate open channel flow with upstream and downstream open boundary conditions is

demonstrated, and with the new ghost particle-based boundary condition approach, the

velocity distribution comparison is improved. Thus, for smooth bed cases, although the

ratio of DL/ks is large, MPS can simulate open channel flow without using extremely

small particle distances.

4.4.2 Flow over medium rough artificial dune bed

Flow over a periodic triangular dune bed (Lyn, 1993) was selected as the second case for

comparison. The configuration of the periodic triangular dune bed flow shown in Figure

4- 10 is similar to the experiment setup, in which the distance between two neighboring

triangular dunes is 0.15m, with the height of each triangular dune hs = 0.012m, water

depth h = 0.061m and mean inflow velocity U0 = 0.254m/s. The development length for
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water flow from the inflow boundary (from the entrance to the measurement point) in

Lyn’s (Lyn, 1993) original experiment is 150Ls(22m), while in MPS this development

length can be represented by using periodic upstream and downstream boundary

conditions.

In the MPS numerical model, the particle distance DL is set to 0.002m, which leads to the

total particle number equaling 8048. Note that the roughness height in this case is ks =

0.25mm (Lyn, 1993), which means that this is a medium bed rough case. Under these

conditions, the velocity coefficient e of ghost particles will equal 2.7, according to Eq.

(4.2).

Figure 4- 10: Geometry and comparison of artificial triangular dune bed
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The comparison between the numerical and experimental results is shown in Figure 4- 10.

At section 1(x/Ls = 0), the comparison area is from the top of the triangular dune to the

water surface. The experimental velocity distribution shows a smooth, increasing

velocity from the dune crest to the water surface, while MPS shows good agreement with

the experimental data along the vertical direction expect in the area near the dune crest.

The dune bed is represented by wall particles and ghost particles. The shape is the same

as the experiment; however, the dune bed is a crest area in a gentle bed form, which

causes a sudden change of velocity distribution near the top of the dune, likely leading to

the fluctuations in the MPS simulation at the section of x/Ls = 0. By introducing the

artificial coefficient, the velocity profile improves.

When x/Ls = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, MPS results show good agreement with the experimental

data. At section 2 (x/Ls = 0.25), a small discrepancy occurs in the depth from y/h = 0.3 to

y/h = 0.5. At section 3 (x/Ls = 0.5), the discrepancy is still small and the resulting

fluctuations in MPS are much lower than the velocity distribution at sections 1 and 2. At

section 4 (x/Ls = 0.75), both the discrepancy and fluctuation are smaller than previous

sections and the comparison is also better.

The discrepancies shown in sections 2 and 3 are caused by the triangular dune bed. This

case study shows the accuracy of introducing the ghost particle velocity coefficient into a

medium rough bed in open channel simulation by MPS.
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4.4.3 Flow over large rough bed

Both smooth bed and medium rough bed simulation have been executed by the MPS

method and the results show good agreement with experimental data. Rough beds like

gravel beds and rock mounded beds exist widely, and thus, the third case for comparison

is experimental data of open channel flow with a large degree of roughness.

The experiment (Wang, 2010) was conducted in a 0.3m wide flume, with upstream

velocity U0= 0.072m/s, and depth h = 0.0963m. The rough bed is built up with gravels of

a medium size 0.025m. Thus, the roughness height ks is also set to be 0.025m (Wang,

2010). In MPS simulations, two different models with particle distance of DL = 0.002m

and DL = 0.01m, lead to total particle number equals to 56341 and 2904, respectively.

The ghost particle velocity coefficient is e = 8.15 for DL = 0.01m and e = 0 for a small

particle case since the roughness height ratio DL/ks is 0.08.
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Figure 4- 11: Large rough bed velocity distribution comparisons

Figure 4- 11 shows the velocity comparison between the experimental data and different

MPS results including DL= 0.002m, DL= 0.01m without e, and DL= 0.01m with e = 8.15.

As shown in the above figure, the velocity distribution shows good agreement with the

experimental data when DL = 0.002m. However, it also shows that without the ghost

particle coefficient e, the results of DL = 0.01m failed in terms of velocity distribution.

The results show that by using a small particle distance relative to the roughness height,

the ghost particle velocity correction is not required and the MPS method can model a

rough bed well. However, the coefficient e is required when a larger particle size is used.
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Note that the total particle number reaches 56341 and 2904 and the CPU time for a 200

second simulation are approximately 7 days and 0.5 days for DL = 0.002m and DL =

0.01m, respectively. Since 90 percent of CPU time can be saved by using DL = 0.01m

instead of DL = 0.002m, the advantage of using the ghost particle coefficient e is clearly

demonstrated.

4.5 Hydraulic jump on smoothed bed

Although the ability of the ghost particle based boundary condition approach in

presenting velocity distribution with different roughness heights in open channel flow

simulation has been examined in previous cases, those cases did not show the surface

profiles, which is a significant advantage of using the gridless MPS method in water

flow simulation. Since the results of MPS with a turbulence model did not show

significant differences from the original MPS method, due to the low uniform velocity in

open channel flows, a high Reynolds number flow is also required to show the effects of

the SPS-LES turbulence model used in MPS, although it actually decreases the

simulation efficiency. The numerical tests presented later in this section reveal that the

new approach, even without the turbulence model, will provide better results than the

original MPS method and increase the simulation efficiency, since no special treatment

is required during the simulation. Therefore, a special case that combines both hydraulic

jump and a rough bed was used to demonstrate that the new ghost particle-based

boundary condition approach is not only capable of presenting velocity distribution, but

is also able to predict surface deformation in open channel flow simulation.
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A typical submerged hydraulic jump case is introduced based on numerical and

experimental studies by Long et al. (1990). The numerical model setup is channel length

L = 3 m, upstream supercritical depth y1 = 0.025 m, downstream subcritical depth y2 =

0.3 m, inflow velocity is 2.72 m/s, and the bed roughness height is 0.02 mm. In MPS

simulation, the particle distance, DL, was 0.005 m and e = 5 based on Eq. (4.2). The total

particle number in this case is 32131. A comparison was made between the water surface

profiles among the experimental data, and MPS results with and without ghost particle

velocity coefficient e are shown in Figure 4- 12. The water surface profile prediction

improved slightly when the ghost particle-based boundary condition was used, while

with the turbulence model, the water surface profile did not show better results compared

with either the original MPS or MPS with the new boundary approach.

Three sections were selected to compare the longitudinal velocity distributions along the

channel, located at x/y1 = 4, 32 and 64. The comparisons are shown in Figure 4- 13. The

longitudinal velocity distribution shown in Figure 4- 13 was improved significantly when

this new boundary condition was used, and the turbulence MPS model showed poorer

results at section 1 but better results at sections 2 and 3. The turbulence model result,

actually, was close to the original MPS method at sections 1 and 2, especially in the area

near the channel bed, but showed better results at both the surface and bottom areas of

section 3. It should also be noted that, although turbulence MPS model improved the

numerical results for this hydraulic jump case, the simulation efficiency decreased 20%

due to the execution of the turbulence model, while the new approach, without inclusion
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of a turbulence model, can still provide better results, and the simulation accuracy and

efficiency are both improved significantly with this new approach.

From Figure 4- 12 and Figure 4- 13, the improvements in both the water surface profile

and velocity distribution demonstrate the advantage of using this new boundary

condition technique. Compared with the turbulence MPS model, the accuracy and

efficiency of this new approach were better. Thus, it is valuable to utilize this new

approach, even in a high Reynolds number open channel flow simulation, using MPS

method.

Figure 4- 12: Submerged jump water surface comparison
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Figure 4- 13: Longitudinal velocity comparison

4.6 Chapter conclusion

In this chapter, a new approach to deal with the weakness of MPS in open channel flow

simulation has been developed. This new ghost particle velocity coefficient-based

approach can be used to fix the velocity profile problems caused by the roughness height

and greatly improve the capacity and flexibility of MPS in open channel flow simulation.

The MPS method can manifest the characteristics of open channel flow by introducing

this new approach and improve the efficiency and accuracy at the same time since large

particle distance can be utilized with the help of the new approach. This new approach is

simple and can be extended to various open channel flow simulations using a gridless

MPS method and the particle distance is no longer a restriction of open channel flow

simulation in MPS. The coefficient can be selected by an equation generated from
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regression analysis results. Future work will be focused on uneven bed and porous bed

of open channel flow simulation.

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of this new approach, several open channel flow

cases were simulated using MPS method. For the smooth bed case, a sill is placed at the

bottom of the channel, and the wake behind the sill is clearly presented in the numerical

model, as along with the negative velocity at the toe of the sill. For the medium rough

case, the effects of dune crests are also shown in the MPS results. Then a large rough bed

open channel case was executed to demonstrate that if the particle distance is small

enough to represent the roughness height, no additional ghost particle velocity correction

is required. Finally, a submerged jump case was conducted to prove that this new

approach is good at both predicting surface and velocity distribution. These case studies

show that the modified ghost particle velocity coefficient-based MPS method is a simple

but efficient numerical method for open channel flow simulation.
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Chapter 5 Macroscopic porous medium flow

simulation

5.1 Introduction

Previously, most researchers have paid attention to channel flow over impermeable bed.

Coefficients such as Manning’s roughness coefficient n or roughness height ks (Yen

1991; Zarrati et al., 2005) are required to represent the channel bed roughness in

numerical studies (FLUENT 1998; Delft3D 2001). However, these kinds of coefficients

do not work satisfactorily for certain types of channel flows such as channel flow over

porous bed (Miglio et al., 2003; Trussell and Chang, 1999). For channel flow over

porous bed, the interactions between the clear flow region and the porous flow region

will affect the flow behavior (Chan et al., 2007; Li 1990; Steinberger and Hondzo 1999)

and lead to the transfer of velocity and momentum near the interface (Nakamura and

Stefan 1994; Prinos et al., 2003). In experimental studies, the porous flow region is

usually ignored because the water flow characteristics inside the porous bed are difficult

to measure. Meanwhile, in numerical studies, researchers have suggested using a slip

boundary condition near the porous bed for simplicity so that the channel flow over

porous bed can be easily simulated by ignoring the porous flow region (Sahraoui and

Kaviany 1992; Svensson and Rahm 1991). However, for detailed numerical studies, a

proper description of water flow inside the porous bed should be developed to
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investigate the flow characteristics in both the clear flow and porous flow regions (Prinos

et al., 2003; Chen and Chiew 2004; Nikora 2001; Nikora et al., 2007; Rudraiah 1985).

Most numerical studies of channel flow over porous bed are based on mesh-based

methods. Therefore, tracking the free surface becomes troublesome, and the porous

medium formula has to be adopted into the mesh-based form in these methods (Beavers

and Joseph 1967; Silva and de Lemos 2003; Prions et al.,, 2003; Chan et al., 2007).

Various numerical approaches such as SHM (Surface Height Method), MAC (Marker-

and-Cell Method), and VOF (Volume-of-Fluid Method) (Hirt and Nichols 1981) were

developed to deal with the free surface in mesh-based methods, all of which require

additional procedures (Harlow and Welch 1965; Hirt and Nichols 1981). In this study, a

particle-based method will be introduced in the simulation of channel flow over porous

bed to take advantage of movable particles instead of fixed grids during the simulation

(Liu and Liu 2003; Jiang et al., 2007).

The present study emphasizes the development of a mesh-free particle-based

macroscopic-scale model in a Lagrangian system. Earlier research indicated that Darcy’s

equation was empirically derived to describe the macroscopic characteristics of flow in

porous medium (Alazmi and Vafai 2001; Whitaker 1986; Lage 1998; Zeng and Grigg

2006), which established a relationship between mean porous flow velocity and the

pressure gradient in the porous medium. As the velocity increases, Darcy’s law will

overestimate the porous velocity (Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker 1995; Pedras and de

Lemos 2001; Chan et al., 2007). Therefore, an extended Forchheimer’s term has to be

adopted to represent the flow characteristics in porous medium for turbulent porous
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flows (Neale and Nader 1974; Lage 1998; Leu et al., 2009). In this study, both Darcy’s

and Forchheimer’s terms were included in the governing equation to represent the flow

characteristics. Though including Darcy’s term and Forchheimer’s term into particle

method is not difficult, the interface between clear flow region and porous flow region in

particle-based method is problematic, which is quite different from traditional mesh-

based methods. Additionally, most of previous particle-method-based studies were

conducted in close systems such as simple dam break or wave interactions with porous

media without considering inflow and outflow boundary conditions (Shao 2010), which

are important in channel flow simulation (Federico 2010). Moreover, previous studies

paid attention to the water surface and wave profiles without detailed velocity

comparisons, which becomes the focus of this study. Hereafter, an interfacial condition

in the particle method will be modified on the basis of previous studies and a developed

inflow and outflow boundary condition will also be applied to enhance the capacity of

the particle method in dealing with channel flow over porous bed simulation. The

developed particle-based macroscopic model will first be verified and then applied to

various kinds of channel flow over and within porous bed cases.

5.2 Macroscopic MPS governing equation

5.2.1 Governing equations

A fully Lagrangian-based particle method MPS (Moving Particle Semi-implicit) is

introduced in this study to investigate open channel flow over porous bed numerically

(Koshizuka et al., 1995). Considering the open channel flow over porous bed, the
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governing equations of the macroscopic model in the clear flow region and porous flow

region are slightly different and are given as (Prinos et al., 2003, Shao 2010):

In the clear flow region,

1 D 0
D ft



 u (5.1)
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where ρ is the density of the fluid, p is the pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and g

is the gravity, fu represents the velocity vector. The turbulence is not considered in Eq.

(5.2) since the turbulence model will not significantly affect the simulation results (Shao

2010, Fu and Jin 2013), and the same behaviour is also observed in this study later.

Hence, the turbulent shear stress is not considered in Eq. (5.2).

In the porous flow region,
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where pu is the discharge velocity, equals the seepage velocity times the porosity, which

is physically understood as a spatially averaged quantity (Prinos et al., 2003; Huang et al.,

2003; Shao 2010); ϕ is the porosity; K is the permeability of the porous medium; and CF

is Forchheimer’s coefficient. On the right hand side of Eq. (5.4), the fourth term and
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fifth term are known as Darcy’s term and Forchheimer’s term, respectively, and are used

to represent the porous resistance. During the simulation, porosity ϕ = 1 and the

permeability K=∞ are assigned to fluid particles in the clear flow region and porosity ϕ

and permeability K are kept as constants in the porous flow region (Chan et al., 2007).

The turbulence effect inside the porous media is also neglected in Eq. (5.4) (Huang et al.,

2003; Shao 2010).

In this study, the MPS method is extended to porous medium flow simulation, as

discussed in the previous section. Additional terms are introduced in the momentum

equation to show the porous resistance during the simulation. Therefore, some

parameters regarding the porous medium flow simulation are introduced.

5.2.2 Porous medium flow parameters

The porosity of the porous media is given as:

void

total

V
V

  (5.5)

where Vvoid is the volume of the void-space and Vtotal is the total volume of material.

Considering the porosity of the porous media, Forchhemer’s coefficient CF in the

governing equation can be calculated as (Jambhekar 2011; Fumoto et al.,2012):
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where K is the permeability of the porous media.
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5.2.3 Reynolds number

The Reynolds number is usually introduced in fluid flow simulation to quantify the

relative effects of inertial forces to viscous forces. When considering the channel flow

over porous bed cases, two types of Reynolds number are introduced in this study to

differentiate the flow fields in the clear flow region or in the porous flow region.

Basically, in the clear flow region, the clear flow Reynolds number is defined as:

Ref = ρhfuf/μ (5.7)

where Ref is the clear flow Reynolds number, ρ is the fluid density, hf is the clear flow

depth, uf is the clear flow velocity, and μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity. For the clear

flow region in the channel flow over porous bed simulation, the threshold value of the

clear flow Reynolds number becomes:

Ref < 500 Laminar channel flow (5.8)

Ref > 1000 Turbulent channel flow (5.9)

Channel flow with Ref between 500 and 1000 is considered as transition flow (Zhang

2012). In the porous flow region, the porous flow Reynolds number is defined as:

Rep = ρdcup/μ (5.10)

where Rep is the porous flow Reynolds number, ρ is the fluid density, dc is the

characteristic length in porous media, and up is the mean porous flow velocity. For the
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porous flow region, the threshold value of the porous flow Reynolds number becomes

(Beguin et al., 2013):

Rep < 10 Laminar porous flow (Darcy’s law) (5.11)

Rep > 10 Turbulent porous flow (Darcy-Forchheimer law) (5.12)

2.3.3 Froude number

The Froude number is another important dimensionless parameter that is used to quantify

the inertial forces and gravitational forces. Hence, the Froude number is also introduced

in this study to clarify the flow conditions in the clear flow region.

In the clear flow region, the clear flow Froude number is given as:

Frf = uf/(ghf)0.5 (5.13)

where Frf is the clear flow Froude number, uf is the clear flow velocity, hf is the clear

flow depth, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Since the Froude number is usually

introduced in fluid flow study to show the difference of subcritical flow and supercritical

flow, the threshold value of the clear flow Froude number considering the flow

conditions in this study is similar with most of previous studies and is given as:

Frf < 1 Subcritical channel flow (5.14)

Frf > 1 Supercritical channel flow (5.15)
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5.3 Boundary condition

5.3.1 Developed inflow and outflow boundary condition

Most of the previous studies on MPS method are for closed system simulations, and thus,

the inflow and outflow boundaries are usually ignored. However, they are important in

channel flow simulation, and only a few studies have focused on the definition of inflow

and outflow boundaries in MPS method. In this study, a developed recycle boundary

condition is applied. The original recycle boundary condition shows good results in

simple channel flow simulation (Shakibeania and Jin 2010), hence, a newly-modified

recycle boundary condition is utilized in this study. Figure 5- 1 shows the recycle

boundary condition applied in MPS method.

Figure 5- 1: Inflow and outflow boundary condition
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The original recycle boundary condition has disadvantages due to the fact that the

velocities of the clear flow region and porous region are quite different and the newly

added fluid particles usually introduce velocity fluctuations near the inflow zone.

Therefore, a developed recycle boundary condition is utilized in this study to overcome

this problem. As shown in Figure 5- 1, the injection of storage particles is based on the

distance between the first layer of ghost particles beyond the domain and the closest fluid

particles in the inflow zone in which the vertical velocity is removed from these fluid

particles. If the distance is more than the particle distance DL, one fluid particle will be

added into the simulation domain. Thus, the free surface becomes more stable near the

inflow boundary compared to the original recycle boundary condition in MPS method.

5.3.2 Interfacial boundary condition

The interfacial condition is crucial during the simulation in this study. The interfacial

condition used in numerical method of channel flow over porous bed represents the

effects from the porous flow region, some of previous numerical studies introduced a slip

velocity as the interfacial condition for simplicity, another widely used interfacial

boundary condition is jump stress condition, which has also been successfully utilized in

mesh-based methods (Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker 1995; Pedras and de Lemos 2001;

Vollmera et al., 2002; Deresiewicz and Skalak 1963). However, the interfacial condition

defined in this study for the channel flow over porous bed simulation is different from

these used in mesh-based methods as shown in Figure 5- 2.
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Figure 5- 2: Interfacial boundary and velocity in MPS method

The flow velocity in clear flow region is usually much greater than the flow velocity in

the porous flow region. Therefore, the value of the interfacial velocity uint between these

two regions is difficult to determine. In mesh–based methods, with the help of

computational grids, the interfacial velocity can be calculated in terms of its position on

the interface grid by averaging the velocities of nearby grids. Traditionally, variable grid

scales are used for different flow regions in order to increase the simulation efficiency,

and an additional equation near the interface is required to calculate the momentum

transfer. Mesh-free particle method does not need special treatment for the momentum

transfer near the interface since water particles can move freely between the clear flow

region and porous flow region. However, the interfacial velocity cannot be determined

easily in mesh-free particle methods. Hereafter, a background-grid-based interfacial

condition will be implemented to represent the interfacial velocity and shear stress. This
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method was successfully implemented to simulate the interaction between a solitary

wave and a submerged wave breaker (Huang et al., 2003) and was also successfully used

in simulating solitary wave interaction with porous media by SPH (Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics) method (Shao 2010). To utilize this interfacial condition, background

grids are configured at the same level of the interface, and the spatial interval of the

background grids equals the particle distance DL. The interfacial flow velocity, pressure,

and shear stress are calculated on the interfacial grids by averaging the corresponding

flow characteristics of the neighbour particles. Figure 5- 2 shows the interfacial condition

used in MPS method. The red dots on the interface line are the interfacial grids. The

characteristics such as flow velocity and pressure are easy to calculate on interfacial grid

nodes using kernel summation. The interface background grid line shown in Figure 5- 2

is a virtual grid line, which does not participate in the calculation of fluid flow during the

simulation. Thus, this interfacial condition does not change the inherent characteristics of

the particle method.

The interfacial velocity and stress are calculated based on the continuous interfacial

condition, which is given as (Shao 2010):

f pu u (5.16)

f pv v (5.17)

f p
f p
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where the subscript f denotes the clear flow region and the subscript p denotes the porous

flow region. The above equations show that the streamwise velocity u, the vertical

velocity v, and the normal stress and shear stress in the clear flow region and porous flow

region are the same at the interface.

In this study, a forward differentiation is introduced for the time splitting, and a simple

prediction-correction algorithm is used in a single time step, which is quite similar with

the prediction-correction approach used in mesh-based method. The interfacial velocity,

pressure, and shear stress calculations use the characteristics calculated from the

prediction step (Press et al., 2007), and the calculated characteristics are then utilized in

the correction step. The revised MPS simulation algorithm is shown in Figure 5- 3, in

which the superscript asterisk (*) denotes the prediction parameters, the superscript

apostrophe denotes the correction parameters, and the superscript “n” denotes the current

simulation time step.
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Figure 5- 3: Original and revised MPS algorithm

5.4 Channel flow over porous bed

5.4.1 Test case

A simple simulation case was conducted first to test the newly-developed MPS method.

The present simulation results are compared to previous DNS (Direct Numerical

Simulation) studies by Breuhem et al., (2006). The simulation domain of this test case is

given as:
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Figure 5- 4: Description of MPS computational domain

where L is the length and H is the height of the simulation, hf and hp are the depth of the

clear flow region and porous flow region, respectively, which both equal the channel

height H, as indicated by Breuhem et al., (2006) , and  = 0.95 is the porosity of the

porous bed.
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Figure 5- 5: Dimensionless mean-streamwise-velocity comparison from y = -0.6H to y =

H

As shown in the figure above, the simulated results from MPS predict the velocity

profile well in both the clear flow region and porous flow region, although some

discrepancies and numerical instabilities are found in the MPS result. The simulated

velocity profile shows a slightly different interfacial velocity and smaller velocity profile

above y/H = 0.6 due to the effects from the top wall of which the MPS method

introduced a simple bounce boundary condition to represent the solid top wall. In the

porous flow region, the MPS method actually slightly underpredicts the porous velocity

by about 20% compared to the DNS simulation data, which may be due to the fact that a

macroscopic model is used for simulating the porous medium flow in this study and

leads to the discrepancies in porous velocity comparison. However, the meshfree

particle-based macroscopic MPS method showed close simulation results compared to

previous DNS simulations and confirms its capability of predicting the channel flow over

porous bed phenomenon.

5.4.2 Laminar channel flow over porous bed

As the simplest flow pattern in channel flow over porous bed, the laminar flow over and

within porous bed is applied. The Forchheimer’s term in Eq. (5.4) does not play an

important role in this case study since the porous velocity is quite small, so the Darcy’s

term, then, governs the porous flow in this case study.
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The analytical solution of the laminar channel flow over porous bed was derived by

Poulikakos and Kazmierczak (1987) and is given as:

For the clear flow region,
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For the porous flow region,
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where hf is the clear flow region depth, y is the vertical distance to the interface level, H

is the total channel depth including both in the clear flow region and porous flow region,

Da is the Darcy number, Da=K/H2, K is the permeability, and A = (H2/μ)( ρgS0) is the

reference velocity, where S0 is the channel bed slope.

The flow conditions used in the MPS simulation are the same as Prinos’ (2003)

numerical case. The numerical configuration is similar as shown in Figure 5- 4, but the

simulation parameters are different, which are given as: total depth of the simulation

domain H = 0.105 m, the depth of the clear flow region hf = 0.05 m, the depth of the

porous flow region hp = 0.055 m, the shear velocity U* = 2.232×10-4 m/s, bed slope S0 =
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1.021×10-7, porosity ϕ = 0.4404, permeability K = 5.549×10-7 m2, and ρgS0 = 0.001

N/m3. In this study, the channel length was selected as L=6 m. The fluid flow velocity in

the clear flow region was uf = 8.6×10-4 m/s. Therefore, The Ref was kept at 42.76 to

ensure laminar flow conditions during simulation. Finally, the porous Reynolds number

Rep is kept at 0.012 to ensure the Darcy flow regime (Pedras and de Lemos 2001).

Additionally, The Froude number in this case equals 0.0019 due to ufmax = 0.00133 m/s

and hf = 0.05 m is used.

Prions et al., (2003) provided both a microscopic numerical model and analytical

solution for laminar channel flow over porous bed. Their microscopic model reproduced

a detailed porous medium structure using a very fine grid size of 10-5m. However, a

particle size of DL = 0.005 m was used in the macroscopic MPS modelling. The

comparison among present macroscopic MPS model, Prinos’ microscopic model, and the

analytical solution is shown in Figure 5- 6.

Figure 5- 6: Streamwise velocity comparison of laminar flow over porous bed
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From the streamwise velocity comparison shown in Figure 5- 6, both Prinos’

microscopic method and the present macroscopic MPS model are in very good

agreement with the analytical solution. Indeed, under laminar flow conditions, the

streamwise velocity is too small to show significant velocity discrepancies. The present

MPS model overpredicts the interfacial velocity and surface velocity but underpredicts

the velocity along the vertical section compared to the analytical solution while the

traditional mesh-based method did not provide a good velocity profile near the interface

and free surface. The present model shows acceptable results compared to both the

numerical result from mesh-based method and the analytical solution under the same

flow conditions.

Figure 5- 7: Detailed dimensionless velocity comparison (a) clear flow region (b) porous

flow region
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The detailed dimensionless velocity comparison shown in Figure 5- 7 includes two flow

regions. In the clear flow region, both the results obtained from the MPS model and

Prinos’ numerical model are close to the analytical solution. In the porous flow region,

the MPS model showed a closer result to the analytical solution compared to Prinos’

model, although both of these numerical models overestimated the porous velocity

during the simulation and showed some discrepancies, especially near the channel

bottom. From the comparison shown in Figure 5- 7, with the additional term introduced

in governing equation, MPS method successfully simulated the laminar flow over porous

bed with only minor discrepancies.

5.4.3 Turbulent channel flow over porous bed

The second case study is to solve turbulent channel flow over porous bed. The

Forchheimer’s term in Eq. (5.4) is important in porous flow simulation since the porous

Reynolds number Rep is kept at 218 in this case to ensure Forchheimer flow regime

(Pedras and de Lemos 2001). Hence, the Darcy’s term is not sufficient to represent the

flow pattern adequately in high porous velocity simulation. Similarly, the turbulent shear

stress in the clear flow region is represented by a SPS (Sub-Particle-Size) turbulent

model (Gotoh et al., 2001) in MPS method, while the Darcy-Forchheimer terms are both

used in the momentum equation for the porous flow simulation in this case study.

In this application, the parameters such as the total depth H, clear flow depth hf, and

porous flow depth hp are similar to those parameters in the laminar flow case. Therefore,

the particle distance DL is also the same as the laminar flow case. The porosity equals

0.8286, the permeability equals 4.1070×10-4 m2, and the channel bed slope equals
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2.004×10-3, which makes the driven force ρgS0 equals 19.62 N/m3. The Reynolds number

Ref equals 1.2×104 in this case, and the Froude number equals 0.44 in this case due to

ufmax = 0.305 m/s and hf = 0.05 m are obtained. Prinos et al., (2003) also provided a

mesh-based numerical method to simulate turbulent channel flow over porous bed on the

basis of an experimental study. Therefore, comparisons were made among measured data,

Prinos’ mesh-based model, and the macroscopic MPS model, as shown in Figure 5- 8.

Figure 5- 8: Streamwise velocity comparison of turbulent channel flow over porous bed

In Figure 5- 8, the MPS results still show some fluctuations since the particle’s

movement is more violent compared to the laminar flow case. However, the results

obtained from the MPS method are in good agreement with the measured data. The

traditional mesh-based method underestimates the velocity along the whole comparison

section. Both the interfacial velocity and free surface velocity obtained from the MPS

model are better than those in the mesh-based method. Indeed, these two numerical
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methods both show discrepancies from the measured data. However, since it is more

difficult to reproduce the interfacial condition than the free surface condition in

numerical studies, the discrepancies are larger near the interface but smaller near the

water surface in the results obtained by both numerical methods. Regretfully, the

velocity measurements in the porous flow region are not available in this case study.

Therefore, the comparison of porous flow velocity cannot be provided. However, the

macroscopic MPS model ensures similar flow behavior under turbulent flow conditions

in clear flow region, which has seldom been considered and simulated in particle

methods before. Thus, this particle-based method is capable of dealing with both laminar

and turbulent flow over porous bed.

5.5 Channel flow over a rigid box on porous bed

From the discussions in the previous sections, the capacity of the macroscopic MPS

model in simulating channel flow over permeable bed has been confirmed. Hereafter, a

two-dimensional channel flow over a rigid box placed on a permeable bed is considered

based on a previous experimental study by Suga et al., (2013). Both the effects of the

solid box and the permeable bed are considered in this simulation case to show the

capability of the MPS method in reproducing the fluid flow of two-dimensional channel

flow over an obstacle placed on a permeable bed. Although the velocity profiles in the

porous medium are not available, the effects from the permeable bed are represented by

the channel bed velocity, which is not equal to zero compared to the impermeable bed.

Additionally, several simulation cases of the channel flow over a rigid box placed on a

permeable bed regarding different clear flow Reynolds numbers are conducted and the
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simulated clear flow velocity profiles at different sections are compared with

experimental data.

Figure 5- 9: Configuration of channel flow over a rigid box on a porous bed

The numerical setup is similar to the experimental setup in which H = 0.03m is the

height of both the clear flow and porous flow region, and, in total, D = 0.06m of the flow

domain. The channel length is L = 2m in MPS simulation, which is 4m in the

experimental setup in order to reduce the total particle number and improve the

simulation efficiency. A square rigid box 0.015m in length and height is placed on the

porous bed in the middle of the simulation domain. The porosity and permeability of the

porous bed are set the same as the experiment. Two groups of porosity and permeability

are considered in this study, which are ϕ = 0.82 and K = 0.02 mm2 for simulation group

A and ϕ = 0.80 and K = 0.087 mm2 for simulation group B.

Five comparison sections were selected, which are shown in the simulation configuration

in Figure 5- 9. The origin of the simulation domain is located at the right toe of the rigid

box. Two typical clear flow Reynolds numbers, Ref = 1000 and Ref = 10000, have been
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tested in different groups. Hence, in total, four sets of simulations were conducted with

different porous bed characteristics and clear flow Reynolds numbers. Moreover, five

comparison sections, which located before, above, or behind the rigid box, were selected

to compare the mean streamwise velocity. The locations of the sections and the origin of

the simulation domain are also shown in the configuration figure.

Figure 5- 10: Streamwise velocity comparison. Group A, Ref = 1000
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Figure 5- 11: Streamwise velocity comparison. Group A, Ref = 10000

Figure 5- 12: Streamwise velocity comparison. Group B, Ref = 1000

Figure 5- 13: Streamwise velocity comparison. Group B, Ref = 10000

As shown in the above figures of streamwise velocity comparison, the velocity profiles

in the clear flow region agree well with the experimental data in all the figures for

different simulation setups considering different clear flow Reynolds numbers and
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porous bed permeability, although discrepancies are obtained with the increasing of clear

flow Reynolds number.

At S1 (x/h = -2), the simulated velocity profiles show good agreement with experimental

data in all the simulation cases, although minor discrepancies are obtained near the top of

the simulation domain due to the fact that in MPS simulation, the bounce boundary

condition is applied as a solid boundary condition on the top of the channel flow. At S2

(x/h = -0.5), the velocity profile above the rigid box still shows discrepancies near the

rigid box and the top wall while the velocity profile between the rigid box and the top

wall show close results between the MPS results and experimental data. For S3(x/h = 0.5)

and S4 (x/h = 2.0), the velocity profiles reveal the scour behind the rigid box. Due to the

effects from the porous bed, the simulated velocity profiles from S3 to S4 show

discrepancies especially in Group A in which the lower permeability led to an unstable

and fluctuating interface during the simulation, and, thus, the MPS results show

differences near the interface compared to the experimental data for the Group A cases.

However, the scouring is clearly reproduced in the MPS results due to the fact that the

recovery of the velocity from S3 to S4 is obtained in the present study. Additionally, at

S5 (x/h = 8.0), the velocity profiles obtained from the MPS model and experiment again

matched well since S5 is located away from the rigid box and the clear flow velocity in

MPS behaves similar to channel flow as indicated by Suga et al., (2013).
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5.6 Chapter conclusion

In this study, a macroscopic MPS model was developed to investigate channel flow over

porous bed. With this Lagrangian approach, the flow behaviour near the free surface is

easy to obtain in the current MPS model, the simulation of flow behaviour between clear

flow and porous flow regions was given more attention in this study. Both Darcy’s and

Forchheimer’s terms are introduced in the simulation for channel flow over porous bed.

A modified inflow boundary condition and an interfacial condition are successfully

implemented. The particle-based method has then been extended to the porous medium

flow simulation. The comparisons among experimental data, analytical solution,

numerical results from traditional mesh-based method, and the present model show that

the macroscopic MPS method is good at simulating both the clear flow region and

porous flow region. Additionally, channel flow over a rigid box on porous bed case was

simulated. Various comparisons of velocity profiles between MPS results and measured

data at different sections indicate that the present MPS model predicts well in the

interfacial velocity and the wake zone behind the rigid box while the effects from

interfacial velocity near the channel bed are also represented well in the new

macroscopic MPS model.

With all the simulations and comparisons, the developed macroscopic MPS method has

proven a strong tool in porous medium flow simulation. This macroscopic MPS model is

valuable in the areas of beach erosion and inundation or mud flow simulation, in which

both the free surface and porous medium flow play important roles. Moreover, this

developed macroscopic MPS method can be used to study variable porosity and
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permeability in porous media. Microscopic porous flow simulation, multiphase flow

simulation, and interfacial flow simulation will also be available in particle methods on

the basis of the developed macroscopic MPS model in the future.
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Chapter 6 Gas-liquid multiphase flow

simulation

6.1 Introduction

The study of multiphase flow is important since numerous engineering problems can be

considered multiphase flows (Aristodemo et al., 2010; Belloore, 2006; Cao et al., 2004).

Many multiphase flow studies have been conducted with experimental or numerical

approaches. Most of the experimental studies have focused on fluid concentration and

the interface between different fluids (Bhaga, 1997; Huai et al., 2013; Ohta et al., 2005).

In numerical studies on multiphase flow simulation, FDM (Finite Difference Method)

and FEM (Finite Element Method) are widely accepted grid-based Eulerian methods

(Ohta et al., 2005; Ohta et al., 2003; Theodorakakos and Bergeles, 2004; Toombes et al.,

2008; Rasthofer et al., 2011). Since the multiphase flow simulation contains the features

of two or more different fluids, gridless particle method is considered a good alternative

in numerical studies (Nagrath et al., 2005; Federico, 2010; Hu and Adams, 2006;

Monaghan, 2005; Morris et al., 1997; Sahebari et al., 2011). For the simulation of high

velocity and large pressure gradient flows such as hydraulic jump and jet flow, some

separated particles will lead to unstable free surface movement and the simulation results

will deteriorate (Nazari et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008; Wang et al.,

2006; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013). When considering multiphase flow simulation, such

problems are not serious if the density and viscosity ratio difference is small near the
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interface (Oger et al., 2007). Conversely, large density and viscosity ratio near the

interface, such as gas-liquid flow, will lead to severe instabilities and fluctuations in

interfacial regions (Grenier et al., 2009; Hu and Adams, 2007; Khayyer and Gotoh,

2013). Therefore, in this chapter, efforts have been made to relieve the instability of free

surface in single-phase simulation and the interfacial fluctuations in multiphase

simulation using particle-based method (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Shakibaeinia and Jin,

2010; Xu et al., 2009; Fu and Jin, 2011).

A surface tension model can be introduced to improve the surface instability problem in

particle method. A number of surface tension models have been included in numerical

methods (Brackbill et al., 1992; Liu et al., 2005; Rong and Chen, 2010; Sun et al., 2009;

Zhang, 2010; Nomura et al., 2001). Efforts made by previous researchers to use a surface

tension model in particle method have included applications to minimize the surface

instabilities and fluctuations in the models. Liu et al. (2005) developed a hybrid method

to simulate the ethanol drop using particles as the main simulation elements on which the

surface tension force was added, and the meshes were set as background material such as

air, so that the surface tension model became stable and the formation of the ethanol drop

more closely matched the analytical solution. However, a pure multiphase MPS surface

tension model considering the background material as another phase has not been

reported in the literature.

The multiphase MPS model will address several issues during the simulation. For

example, for a gas-liquid two-phase MPS model, the large density and viscosity

difference ratio between different phases gives rise to discontinuities near the interface
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(Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013) and, thus, leads to a high pressure and velocity gradient near

the interface and causes numerical oscillations and instabilities (Khayyer and Gotoh,

2010b; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013). Most methods actually deal with two-phase fluids

with lower density and viscosity differences, such as water and oil. Some multiphase

numerical models of particle methods are established by averaging the interface density

and viscosity arithmetically (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2012; Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013), but

high density ratio between phases, such as air and water, is still an issue in multiphase

fluid simulation. In this chapter, a developed multiphase MPS model considering surface

tension is presented. Two simple cases are used to test the new model. The developed

MPS model is then extended to the simulation of several large density ratio gas-liquid

flows. The results obtained from the present multiphase MPS model are compared with

experimental data to show the capacity and the improvements of the multiphase MPS

model. Good agreement was obtained, and the future utilization of this newly-developed

model is expected.

6.2 Particle fraction MPS method

6.2.1 Particle fraction model

In this chapter, the interface between different fluids becomes a key concern when a

multiphase flow simulation is conducted on the basis of particle method since the

particle method calculates the interactions between particles. Thus, the particles near the

interface will affect particles in the other phase. Moreover, a high density ratio between

different fluids may cause a rapid density transition near the interface region, and the
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velocity near the interface, as well as the pressure, will show numerical instabilities,

which has been found in most of the previous such studies using particle method.

In order to overcome the interfacial problem in multiphase flow simulation with particle

method, a PF-MPS (Particle Fraction-MPS) method is developed to deal with the rapid

density and viscosity ratio near the interface. The PF-MPS method calculates the

interface density and viscosity based on the concentration fraction, which can be simply

defined as C1 and C2 in a two-phase flow simulation and given as:
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where WPF1, WPF2, WALL are the interface particle fraction kernel functions, which are

used to represent the particle in different phases and are different from the kernel

function used in governing equation. The interface kernel functions are given as:
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Since both of the fluid phases are represented by particles and different properties are

assigned to those two types of particles, due to the inherent advantages of particle

method, the free surface will be easily tracked without additional equations. Moreover,

for the particles near the interface, concentrations are assigned to particles of both fluids

(air and water in the application cases shown later). With these two concentrations, the

density  as well as the viscosity  of the interface particles can be given as:

1 1 2 2i f fi i
C C    (6.5)

1 1 2 2i f fi i
C C    (6.6)

where subscript f1 and f2 denote different fluids in MPS simulation, subscript i denotes

the specific interface particle. The introduction of PF-MPS method simplifies the

calculation and alleviates the density and viscosity discontinuity problem. Moreover, in

this study, the equation of state is introduced in order to calculate the pressure explicitly.

For multiphase flow simulation, the parameters used in equation of state is different in

different phases.

During multiphase flow simulation, such as water and air, the parameters c0 and γ used in

equation of state are defined differently with respect to the physical properties of fluids.

Previous studies indicated that the polytropic constants are  = 7 for water phase and  =

1.4 for air phase (Fu and Jin, 2013; Monaghan, 1999; Sun et al., 2012; Gotoh et al.,
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2001). Meanwhile, the artificial sound speed c0 is defined according to certain

restrictions. For water phase, it is usually greater than 10 times the maximum velocity in

order to keep the 1% compressibility of the fluid during the simulation. However, for

different cases, such as air, for instance, the artificial sound speed c0 value may be varied.

For example, the c0 value in an air bubble rising in water simulation can be estimated by

the initial air bubble diameter D0 to get c0 = 198(gD0)0.5 (Sun et al., 2012).

The interfacial sharpness between different phases becomes another issue when

considering two-phase flow simulation in particle method. Figure 6- 1 shows how both

the surface tension and PF-MPS method are introduced to solve the discontinuous

density and viscosity between particles and to improve the accuracy of the original MPS

method near the interface.

Figure 6- 1: PF-MPS and surface tension model near interface in two-phase MPS

simulation
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6.2.2 Surface tension model

As a contractive tendency near the liquid surface, surface tension exists as a physical

phenomenon that helps to keep water surface smooth and consistent. For water flow

simulation, surface tension is usually ignored since the surface tension force does not

play an important role in most water flow simulations, such as open channel flow, dam

break flow, and debris flow (Liu et al., 2005; Rong and Chen, 2009). Surface tension is

important, however, in keeping the liquid surface smooth and consistent in a gas-liquid

two-phase flow simulation and also contributes to keeping the sharpness of the interface

between phases such as air and water.

The surface tension can be expressed as an additional term in the momentum equation

and is given as (Liu et al., 2005):

2D + e
Dt effp       
u u f (6.7)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient, κ is the curvature, δ is the delta function, and e

is the unit vector at the interface.

Different approaches are required to calculate κ and e. Some methods calculate the

additional surface tension term for single-phase flow particle method (Brackbill et al.,

1992; Liu et al., 2005; Rong and Chen, 2009; Sun et al., 2009). Liu et al. (2005) provided

a hybrid method in which the background air phase is represented by background mesh

and the fluid phase is represented by particles. The hybrid method shows a stable free

surface for the fluid phase and, therefore, prevents surface separation during the
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simulation. However, since the background mesh is introduced during the simulation,

this hybrid method is not a fully Lagragian method, although it shows good capacity in

simulating surface tension. A multiphase flow model is introduced on the basis of MPS

method. The simulation of a surface tension term between two phases is also developed.

The background phase is not represented by meshes but by particles of different phases.

Therefore, this two-phase MPS surface tension method becomes a fully Lagragian

method rather than a hybrid method. The features of the Lagragian method are then

preserved in this multiphase MPS method, and this multiphase model can be extended to

various fluid flows without the background meshes.

In the two-phase MPS surface tension method, two different particles are used to

represent different fluids. Therefore, the surface tension model is modified based on the

hybrid surface tension model developed by Liu et al. (2005). The parameters in surface

tension term e will be calculated in MPS method. The curvature  is given as (Liu et

al., 2005):

cos2
er
  (6.8)

where  is the interface angle and is given by:
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where nist2 is the interface particle number density, which can be easily calculated from

the particle fraction for liquid phase, and n0st1 is the initial interface particle number

density. The unit normal vector e is given as:

ee
e





(6.10)

where e


is the normal vector and is derived from:
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where ni and nj are the particle number densities for the particles requiring surface

tension in the multiphase MPS simulation, the particle number density is defined as

 ,i ij e
i j

n W R r


 . Moreover, ri and rj are the position vectors for particle i and j during

the simulation.

6.3 Developments in multiphase MPS method

6.3.1 Variable kernel functions

It is widely accepted that the choice of kernel function is important in particle method,

although all the kernel functions are mimic functions of the Dirac delta function, which

represents the relationship among particles (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010a; Wendland,

1995). Recently, the utilization of variable kernel functions in particle method has

become popular in fluid flow simulation (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010b; Khayyer and
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Gotoh, 2013). One can change the kernel type during the simulation based on the

simulation conditions. For example, when the particles approach the solid boundary,

different types of kernel functions can be used instead of the original kernel function

used in standard simulation. Hence, utilizing different kernel functions for different

operators in governing equation is performed. Three different kernel functions are

introduced during the simulation, resulting in improved accuracy and stability of the PF-

MPS method.

The three kernel functions are given as:
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Figure 6- 2: Comparison of different kernel functions (a)KF1, (b) KF2, (c) KF3

Figure 6- 2 shows the formations of different kernel functions with the variation of

distances between particles. Note KF1 is used in the original MPS calculations as the

smoothing function and boundary condition (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2012; Koshizuka et

(c)

(a)

(b)
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al., 1998), KF2 is used in density gradient calculation in the interface region as suggested

by Khayyer and Gotoh (2013), and KF3 is used in Laplacian calculation as a higher

order Laplacian approach in the MPS method (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010b). Indeed,

Khayyer and Gotoh (2013) used two different kernel functions together in their study to

further improve the simulation stability of MPS method. Hence, varied kernel functions

are introduced in PF-MPS method for different terms, and the accuracy and stability of

the method is improved.

6.3.2 Enhanced operators in governing equation

In this chapter, equation of state is introduced to calculate the pressure by considering a

weakly compressible fluid model. However, the pressure field is unstable when the

weakly compressible assumption is applied, and the simulation results of pressure are not

satisfied. Therefore, a corrective matrix in the pressure gradient model is introduced to

replace the original MPS gradient model (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996) in governing

equation to enhance the pressure calculation, which is given as:

   0 2 ,j i
j i ij ij ei

j i ij

p pdp r r L W R r
n R


   (6.15)

The corrective matrix Lij in the above equation is a corrective matrix used to improve the

accuracy of the gradient model in MPS method. The corrective equation is given by

(Bonet and Lok, 1999):
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Additionally, a higher order Laplacian model is also introduced to replace the original

MPS Laplacian model in this chapter. The higher order Laplacian model is adopted from

SPH method to further improve the calculation of the viscous term in the governing

equation, which is given as (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2010b):
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Moreover, to further smooth the density ratio near the interface, a density smoothing

algorithm is applied with the PF-MPS method. In the present multiphase MPS model, for

the particles in which the fluid concentrations C1 and C2 are both less than 1, the density

smoothing scheme is given as (Scannapieco et al., 2006):
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Finally, the surface tension model shown in the previous section is also employed in the

modified MPS model. All these efforts are made to smooth the interface between the two

phases, and the improvements achieved are illustrated in the following sections.
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6.3.3 Boundary conditions

The new solid boundary condition near the interface of fluids is developed based on the

spatial average function of particle method itself. In this study, the pressure of the wall

particles near the interface of different fluids is not obtained from fluid particles in either

phase but calculated from the spatial average of pressure from the neighboring particles.

It is given as:
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For open boundary condition in single phase flow simulation, a widely used free surface

boundary condition is given as:

0

i
n n (6.20)

6.4 Numerical tests on developed MPS method

6.4.1 Multiphase model test: Two-phase Poiseuille flow

A simple two-phase Poiseuille flow is simulated to verify the utilization of PF-MPS

multiphase model, the analytical solution of two-phase Poiseuille flow is given as

(Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2012):
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where U0 is the interfacial velocity and is given as:
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The initial configuration of the two-phase Poiseuille flow is shown in Figure 6- 3, where

d1 and d2 are the width of different fluids between plates with the domain of -0.5 m ≤ x ≤

0.5 m, -0.5 m ≤ y ≤ 0.5 m. Therefore, the interface locates at y = 0, gives d1 = d2 = 0.5 m

and the pressure gradient is dp/dx = -0.5. The density for each phase is set as ρ1 = 2

kg/m3, ρ2 = 2 kg/m3 for lower and higher fluids, respectively. Therefore, the density ratio

1/2 equals 1 and the viscosity ratio equals 1/2 = M, where M represents different

viscosity ratios between different phases and varies from 1/8 to 1. Though the density

and viscosity ratios are both small in this two-phase Poiseuille flow simulation, all the

modifications discussed in section 2 are employed during the simulation to verify the

numerical model in multiphase flow simulation. The initial configuration is shown in

Figure 6- 3(a) where three layers of ghost particles are placed beyond the solid boundary
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in order to compensate for the deficiency of particle number density. The inflow and

outflow boundaries are defined as periodic boundary conditions that are usually used in

Poiseuille flow simulation in particle method (Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010). In order to

test the particle size effect in simulation results, two particle distances are set as DL =

0.0125 m and DL = 0.005 m resulting in total particle numbers equal to 7561 and 42841

including wall and ghost particles, respectively. The MPS simulation results are obtained

after a 200 s simulation in order to ensure the steady state of the two phase Poiseuille

flow simulation.

The analytical solutions are calculated through Eq. (6.21) and Eq. (6.22), and the MPS

results are then compared with the analytical solution. The streamwise velocity contour

is plotted in Figure 6- 3(b), and the velocity varies from upper fluid to lower fluid since

the viscosity for those two fluids changes from 0.4 kg/ms to 0.05 kg/ms. While inside the

interfacial region, the simulation results show a smooth rather than a rapid

transformation of streamwise velocity for two-phase Poiseuille flow. The results are

stable since there is very little fluctuation in the velocity distribution in the horizontal

direction.
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Figure 6- 3: Initial configuration and velocity contour of two-phase Poiseuille flow

simulation (a) Initial condition for DL= 0.0125 m, (b) Simulated velocity contour for DL

= 0.0125 m
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Figure 6- 4: Streamwise velocity comparison of two-phase Poiseuille flow simulation for

DL= 0.0125 m

Figure 6- 4 shows the comparison between the analytical solution and PF-MPS method

with the dimensionless streamwise velocity. The present PF-MPS model gives good

results for the two-phase Poiseuille flow simulation, but the model overestimates the

velocity with small differences near the interfacial region.

It is also noted that in Figure 6- 4, when M = 1, this two-phase Poiseuille flow becomes a

single-phase Poiseuille flow of which the velocity distribution is actually the same as a

single-phase Poiseuille flow. For the particles inside the interface region, a larger particle

size will lead to a larger interface region in the simulation, resulting in a larger numerical
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difference. Figure 6- 5 shows the effects of particle size in this two-phase Poiseuille flow.

The velocity discrepancies near the interface are reduced when particle size decreases

from DL = 0.0125 m to DL = 0.005 m due to the smaller interface zone. However, such a

small particle size leads to a large amount of particles that requires more than 8 times the

simulation time to complete the simulation. A moderate particle size with limited particle

number is, therefore, used in the following case studies in consideration of both

simulation accuracy and efficiency.

The present multiphase MPS model, with various modifications, shows strong capacity

in two-phase Poiseuille flow simulation. However, the densities of the two fluids are

kept the same during the simulation, and the surface tension is actually not included.

Therefore, an ethanol drop simulation is introduced to demonstrate the capacity of the

present model for dealing with large density ratio gas-liquid multiphase flow with

surface tension, which could not be simulated with the MPS model previously.
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Figure 6- 5: Two-phase Poiseuille flow comparison amongst analytical solution and PF-

MPS method with DL = 0.0125 m and DL = 0.005 m (a) M = 1/2 and (b) M = 1/4

6.4.2 Surface tension model test: Ethanol drop

An ethanol drop case is simulated to verify the surface tension model for both single-

phase and two-phase flow MPS models. This case was first utilized by Nomura et al.

(2001) and was widely used as a testing case in surface tension modelling. The initial

square ethanol drop is 75 mm long and 75 mm wide, the ethanol density is set as ρe= 800

kg/m3, and the surface tension coefficient σe = 0.02361 N/m. For single-phase MPS

simulation, the initial square ethanol drop is set as 75 mm×75 mm using a particle size
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DL=0.0025 m, which gives a total particle number of 3569. The solid boundaries are

assigned away from the initial ethanol drop to minimize the viscous effects from the

solid boundary. For two-phase flow simulation, the initial ethanol drop is also 75 mm×

75 mm with a 2000 mm×2000 mm simulation domain filled with air phase particles in a

void area. Therefore, the total number of particles is increased to 27889. The simulation

efficiency is then lower than in the single-phase simulation. The density ratio between

ethanol particles and air particles equals 800. Such a high density ratio will lead to an

interface discontinuity in both pressure and momentum simulation. Therefore, the

ethanol drop represents a suitable case to test the PF-MPS method with surface tension

model in large density ratio gas-liquid multiphase flow simulation.

Figure 6- 6: Initial particle configuration of ethanol drop (a) Single-phase model and (b)

Multiphase model
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Figure 6- 7: Corner surface tension comparison (a) Single phase SPH simulation, (b)

Present single-phase MPS model, and (c) Present multiphase MPS model

During the simulation, the surface tension term is added in the momentum equation only

for liquid phase in single-phase or two-phase flow simulation. The small surface tension

for air phase can be neglected. Figure 6- 7 through Figure 6- 8 show the comparison of

surface tension models amongst previous SPH method, the present single-phase MPS

method, and the present multiphase PF-MPS method. The surface tension comparison

near the square corner in Figure 6- 7 shows both the direction and magnitude of the

surface tension by comparing the present models and previous SPH model by Andersson

et al. (2010). In Figure 6- 7(a) to Figure 6- 7(c), all the surface tension points to the

center of the ethanol drop, which shows the correct direction of the simulated surface

tension in all the models including both the present single-phase and multiphase MPS

models. The magnitude of the surface tension is also given in Figure 6- 7, which shows

corner particles act mostly due to the highest curvature, while the particles away from

corner are less active. It is also noted that in the single-phase MPS simulation, only the
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surface particles represent the surface tension while in the two-phase MPS simulation,

some of the inner particles near the corner contribute to the surface tension. In two-phase

MPS method, the original free surface particle criterion is no longer valid, and new

criterion is used during the simulation. Though different approaches are utilized in either

the single-phase or two-phase MPS methods, the surface tension is simulated reasonably

when compared to the results from other models.
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Figure 6- 8: Comparison of ethanol drop vibration
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Moreover, three different time steps t = 0.0 s, t = 0.65 s, and t = 1.3 s, are selected to

compare the vibration of the ethanol drop. Numerical studies by Nomura et al. (2001)

and Sun et al. (2009) indicated an oscillation period of 1.3 s was obtained in this case,

therefore, the half period time t = 0.65 s and a period time t = 1.3 s are selected for

comparison. As shown in Figure 6- 8, the surface tension changes the shape of the

ethanol drop from square to diamond and back to square. Figure 6- 8(a) to Figure 6- 8(d)

are the results obtained from Nomura et al. (2001), Sun et al. (2009), and both the

present single-phase MPS model and the multiphase MPS model. The results of both

present single-phase and multiphase MPS models give close numerical results to

previous studies. In single-phase flow simulation, the properties of ethanol are assigned

to the liquid phase particles, while for two-phase flow simulation, the ethanol particle

properties are assigned as in the single-phase flow, but the background air phase is

represented by air particles. The initial condition of the test case is t = 0 s. The

comparisons at t = 0.65 s show that the shape of the ethanol drop is similar across the

simulations. Meanwhile, at t = 1.3 s, which is considered as a drop cycle period in this

case, all the results show a square shape recovered from a rhombus at t = 0.65 s. All the

results show fluctuations near the interface, which are more severe in the single-phase

flow model results and are less severe in present two-phase MPS model due to the

utilizations of numerical approaches. In summary, the exercise of applying the two-phase

model in this case study shows the capability of the present multiphase MPS model for

simulating gas-liquid flows with large density and viscosity ratios.
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6.5 Gas-liquid multiphase flow simulation

6.5.1 Multiphase dam break flow

A simple dam break case is usually introduced as a benchmarking case to verify the

performance of modifications in particle methods. In this chapter, a dam break case is

used based on experimental (LaRocque et al., 2013) and analytical results (Chanson,

2006) for both qualitative and quantitative comparisons.

In this dam break simulation, the two fluids are water and air in the present multiphase

model. The properties of both fluids are assigned to corresponding particles. The density

ratio then becomes 775 taking into consideration ρw = 1000 kg/m3 and ρa = 1.29 kg/m3.

For both the single-phase and multiphase simulations, the simulation domain is the same

as provided by LaRocque et al. (2013). The initial particle distance is set as DL= 0.025 m

for the simulation. Therefore, the single-phase simulation totals 2694 particles while the

multiphase simulation totals 6291 particles. The simulation configuration is shown in

Figure 6- 9 for both single phase and multiphase MPS models.
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Figure 6- 9: Initial particle distribution of dam break simulation (a) Single phase MPS (b)

Multiphase MPS

Figure 6- 10: Free surface comparison of dam break simulation at t = 2.0 s

Figure 6- 10 shows the comparison of free surface profile amongst experimental data,

analytical solution, the single phase MPS model, and the present multiphase MPS model

at t = 2.0 s. Among all the simulation results, the multiphase MPS model, with the

introduction of surface tension in the present method, provides a smoother water surface

compared to single-phase MPS method as shown in Figure 6- 10. The present multiphase
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MPS model results are also closer to the experimental data or analytical solution than the

single phase MPS model. Moreover, the free surface profile fluctuates in single-phase

MPS result due to the unphysical splashing, while the multiphase MPS model provides a

better profile with a stable free surface. The utilization of particle fraction interface

treatment and the surface tension model in the multiphase MPS method gives a

smoothed transition of density and viscosity near the interface between air and water,

both of which provide better water surface profile and fewer splashing particles.

Figure 6- 11: Quantitative comparisons of free surface (a) Analytical solution vs MPS (b)

Experimental data vs MPS

Figure 6- 11 shows the quantitative comparison of free surface profile with consideration

of the analytical solution and experimental data. The RRMSE (Relative Root Mean

Square Root) values shown in Figure 6- 11 confirm the better simulation results obtained

by the multiphase MPS model. In the comparison between the analytical solution and
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MPS method in Figure 6- 11(a), the RRMSE value of single phase MPS model is 0.124

while the RRMSE value reduces to 0.061 in multiphase MPS model. When considering

the experimental data and MPS results as shown Figure 6- 11(b), the RRMSE value is

0.110 in single phase MPS method and is 0.056 for multiphase MPS results. Both of the

comparisons shown in Figure 6- 11 confirm the improvements of the multiphase MPS

results in simulating the dam break flow. Similarly, the qualitative and quantitative

comparisons shown in both Figure 6- 10 and Figure 6- 11 indicate the improvements and

advantages of the present multiphase MPS model.

Figure 6- 12: Comparison of free surface particle number

Figure 6- 12 shows the comparison of free surface particle number from simulation time

t = 0 s to t = 2.0 s in order to show the improvements in free surface calculation, the
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initial free surface particle number equals 144 for both single phase and multiphase MPS

simulations since the particle distance DL = 0.025 m is used in both MPS models. As

shown in Figure 6- 12 the free surface particle number increases to about 520 for single

phase MPS method at the beginning of the simulation and gradually reduces to about 380

during the simulation due to free surface fluctuations in single phase MPS simulation. It

indicates that more fluid particles are recognized as free surface particles in the single

phase MPS model. However, for the multiphase MPS model, the free surface particle

number increase to around 190 due to the increased length of the water surface profile

while water flows downstream. It is also noted that the multiphase MPS result provides a

more stable free surface as shown in Figure 6- 10 and Figure 6- 11. The distinctive

feature of multiphase MPS method in improving the free surface profile in dam break

flow is then clearly shown in the above comparisons, and the capacity of the present new

multiphase MPS method in predicting gas-liquid flow is confirmed.

6.5.2 Multiphase bubble rising simulations

Numerical study of bubble motion in water is difficult due to the large density and

viscosity ratio between two fluids, which leads to discontinuity of pressure and

momentum near the interface (Cai et al., 2010). Various numerical studies have focused

on reducing the discontinuity and smoothing the interactions between two fluids.

However, the steep density and viscosity gradients between two fluids still leads to

remarkable numerical instabilities and fluctuations near the interface even in traditional

grid-based methods. One can refine the grid size near the interface or introduce interface

equations to smooth the interface fluctuations and reduce the discontinuity problems in
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grid-based methods (Bhaga, 1977; Nagrath et al., 2005). In particle method, both particle

refinement and interface equations are difficult to execute due to the inherent properties

of particle method (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2013; Rong and Chen, 2010). Therefore, efforts

have been made to improve the interface with the developed multiphase MPS method to

simulate a single bubble rising in water.

Bond number and Morton number are used as two dimensionless numbers to manifest

the bubble rising properties. Bo number is the ratio of body force and surface tension,

and Mo number is the ratio of viscosity, density, and the surface tension. These two

numbers are given as (Hua and Lou, 2007):
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where g is the gravitational acceleration, d0 is the initial bubble diameter, ηl is the liquid

viscosity, Δρ is the density difference between gas and liquid phase, and σ is the surface

tension parameter.

In this section, experiments are introduced to compare the simulation results with

considering various density and viscosity ratios, which are seldom reproduced in

particle-based method. The experiments were executed by Bhaga (1977) for air bubbles

rising in water with different densities and viscosities. The properties such as density and

viscosity of water are changed by mixing salt and sugar with the water. Therefore, the
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density and viscosity of water can be controlled during the experiments. In particle-based

method, density and viscosity are assigned to particles during the simulation. For

different water properties, several sets of Bo and Mo number are obtained. Bo numbers

ranging from 17.7 to 641 and Mo numbers ranging from 0.00082 to 711 are used in the

simulations. These sets of Bo and Mo numbers give rise to different shapes of the rising

bubble (Bhaga, 1977). Moreover, the Bo and Mo numbers are also affected by the initial

bubble radius. It is easy to represent different initial bubble radii in MPS method.

However, previous research indicates the simulation domain should be wide and high

enough in order to minimize the viscous effects from the solid boundary. Therefore, the

simulation domain in MPS method in different sets of air bubbles rising in water cases

are kept as 4D in width and variable in height based on different simulation cases from

6D to 9D (Hua and Lou, 2007; Amaya-Bower and Lee, 2010), where D is the initial

diameter of the air bubble. All the simulation cases are compared with experiments and

numerical simulations by previous studies (Hua and Lou, 2007; Amaya-Bower and Lee,

2010).
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Figure 6- 13: Bubble shape comparison of different bubble rising cases

Figure 6- 13 shows the bubble shape comparison amongst experiments, FVM (Finite

Volume Method), and present MPS method for five sets of simulations. The parameters

indicate that each case is simulated based on large density ratios greater than 1000 while
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the viscosity ratios are also large. In the above comparisons, the present multiphase MPS

method provides similar bubble shape to the experimental bubble shapes, although some

differences occur as expected and the interface shows some instabilities. However, the

MPS simulations are still acceptable in general.

For case 1, since the Bo and Mo numbers are 18 and 710, respectively, the bubble shape

does not change much from the initial condition. Both the FVM and MPS simulation

provide very good bubble shape compared with the experimental snapshot, but the MPS

numerical results show some instabilities near the interface. However, since the bubble

shape does not change greatly in case 1, the interface does not show serious instabilities.

For case 2, MPS method does not provide very good bubble shape compared with both

the experiment and FVM results. The FVM method, in this case, shows more stable and

better results. The final disk-like oblate ellipsoidal bubble shape gives rise to both the

pressure and velocity fluctuations near the interface, and the extremely disk-like shape

leads to rapid pressure discontinuity from the air phase to the water phase, as shown in

the comparison figure. The PF-MPS results actually overestimate the thickness of this

disk-like ellipsoid compared with the experimental result. Though the bubble shape of

case 2 is not perfect compared with the experimental results, the change of the bubble

shape from the initial circle is clearly shown in the MPS result.

Cases 3 to 5 all show good comparison between the experimental data and PF-MPS

results. The discontinuities and instabilities near the interface are not as severe compared

with case 2. The bubble shapes behave like a cap in cases 3 and 4. The FVM results
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provide a thicker cap at centre and thinner cap tail of the bubble while the present PF-

MPS method provides reasonable bubble shapes in cases 3 and 4 with some

discrepancies near both the bubble centre and bubble tails compared to the experimental

data.

In cases 3, 4, and 5, the experimental results provide a larger gap between the bubble

tails, and the bubble shape shows curling tails toward the bubble center. In the meantime,

although the FVM results show the gap between the tails, the bubble tails are thinner

than the experimental results. The bubble shapes in MPS show thicker bubble tails,

which is better than the results from FVM method. The interface instabilities still cause

problems in the MPS results, but the introduction of the developed interface treatments

and the surface tension model improve the interface simulation. Therefore, the MPS

method does not show a violent interface between the air and water phase although the

density and viscosity ratios are very large in these cases.
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Figure 6- 14: Bubble shape comparison with Bo, Mo, and water viscosity (a) Bo vs H/W,

(b) Mo vs H/W, (c) Viscosity vs H/W

Figure 6- 14 shows the relationship of the simulated bubble shape with the Bond number

calculated by Eq. (6.23), Morton number by Eq. (6.24), and the variable viscosity of
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water. The bubble shape is manifested by the ratio of bubble thickness H and bubble

width W as shown in Figure 6- 14. The relationship is then given by the Bo, Mo, and

viscosity versus H/W. In Figure 6- 14(a), H/W decreases with increasing Bo number, and

the same behaviours are obtained in both experimental data and the present results.

However, the comparison shows discrepancies in the result of case 2 in which the

extreme disk-like bubble shape gives a very small H/W when the Bo number is 32.2 in

the simulation. The other 4 cases all show similar declining relationships of Bo and H/W,

although minor differences are obtained for cases 4 and 5. Figure 6- 14(b) shows an

increasing relationship of Mo versus H/W. With the increasing of Morton number, the

ratio of bubble thickness and width increases, and all the results obtained from present

study show good agreement with experimental data, it is noted that the experimental data

show similar results for cases 4 and 5 in which the Mo numbers are both equal to 43.

Therefore, the experimental data show overlapped dots in Figure 6- 14(b) while the

present PF-MPS method shows thicker results in both cases 4 and 5 compared with the

experimental data. The viscosity of the water is another factor that affects the bubble

shape. Therefore Figure 6- 14(c) establishes the relationship between water viscosity and

H/W of the bubble. The bubble shape changes from a disk-like shape with H/W equal to

0.293 in the present PF-MPS result to a circle shape with H/W equal to 1.01. Meanwhile,

in the experiment, H/W = 0.205 is obtained for case 2 and H/W = 1 is obtained for case 1.

The experimental data again shows overlapped dots for cases 4 and 5 and thicker air

bubble shapes are also obtained in the present study for these two cases. In general, the
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comparison in Figure 6- 14 agrees well with experimental data although discrepancies

exist.

Figure 6- 15: Comparison of evaluation of case 3 (a) Rising position and bubble shape

(b) Density ratio

Figure 6- 15 shows the evaluation of case 3. The time series of the rising bubble

positions is shown in Figure 6- 15(a) with the results obtained from Lattice Boltzmann

method (Amaya-Bower and Lee, 2010), and the results obtained from present MPS
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method at three different dimensionless time steps T = 0, T = 2, T= 4, where T =

t/(d0/g)0.5 and d0 is the initial bubble diameter. The rising position at time step T = 2 and

T =4 agree well with previous Lattice Boltzmann method, and the bubble shapes of those

two time steps in MPS are also similar with Lattice Boltzmann method although MPS

results show some fluctuations near the interface. The previous Lattice Boltzmann

method shows a smoothed interface due to the fact that grid refinement and special

interface treatment are imposed on the Lattice Boltzmann method. The density transited

smoothly from air phase to water phase in present PF-MPS method as shown in Figure

6- 15(b). Generally, the position and bubble shape obtained by MPS are in good

agreement with Lattice Boltzmann method.
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Figure 6- 16: Comparison of evaluation of case 5 (a) Rising position and bubble shape

(b) Density ratio

The shape and position of the rising bubble in case 5 from T = 0 to T = 2.5 are shown in

Figure 6- 16. The bubble position rises from the initial position of Y = 2 to the final

position with the changing of the bubble shape from a circle to a horseshoe shape since

Bo = 640 and Mo = 43 in the case 5 simulation. The MPS results in this case show more

fluctuations near the interface than case 3 as shown in Figure 6- 15 due to the higher Bo
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number and lower Mo number than case 3. However, the shape changing of case 5 in

MPS method is more close to the experimental data than the previous Lattice Boltzmann

method as shown in both Figure 6- 13 and Figure 6- 16. The position and shape

evaluation as well as the density ratio evaluation in Figure 6- 15 and Figure 6- 16 confirm

the capability of the new multiphase MPS model in simulating a large density ratio air

bubble rising problems.

From the comparisons in this section, the new multiphase MPS method shows similar

shapes of the rising bubble, although the discontinuous interfacial pressure and velocity

still cause problems in the present method due to the large density and viscosity ratio. It

is also noted that the variations of bubble shape in different time steps are clearly

reproduced. Most of the MPS results are reasonable and acceptable compared to the

experimental results or previous grid-based methods. The instabilities and fluctuations

near the interface have been reduced.

6.6 Chapter conclusion

A new multiphase model considering surface tension effects is developed for the MPS

method in this chapter. A particle fraction approach is first developed in order to deal

with the large density and viscosity ratios near the interface in particle-based MPS

method and is proved as a robust tool in gas-liquid multiphase flow simulation.

Moreover, various modifications on MPS method are introduced to improve the interface

stability problems found in previous studies in gas-liquid multiphase flow simulation

using particle method.
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The developed multiphase MPS model is first verified by a simple two-phase Poiseuille

flow simulation with a small density and viscosity ratio. The results obtained from the

present model are then compared with the analytical solution. The good agreement

confirms the capacity of the present multiphase MPS model in two-phase flow

simulation. A vibration of ethanol drop case is then introduced to verify the surface

tension model in both the single-phase and multiphase MPS methods. The vibration of

an ethanol drop is simulated well although some surface particles show fluctuations

during the simulation. Meanwhile, for the multiphase MPS model, the discontinuity near

the interface is mitigated by using the new multiphase model. The comparison at

different time steps shows that both the single-phase and multiphase surface tension

MPS models are good at simulating the vibration of an ethanol drop and reproducing the

surface tension near the interface between gas phase and liquid phase.

A benchmarking dam break flow simulation is also utilized. The comparisons not only

show the accuracy of the present MPS model, but also confirm that the present

multiphase MPS method keeps a better surface sharpness in gas-liquid multiphase flow

simulation. The qualitative and quantitative free surface profile comparisons show that

the present multiphase MPS method, with extra modifications, improves the simulation

results compared with single-phase MPS method.

Finally, various cases of an air bubble rising in liquid are simulated on the basis of the

new multiphase MPS method with numerous modifications. The results of the

multiphase MPS model show good agreement with experimental results, although the

interface still shows some instabilities and fluctuations. It is indicated that the present
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multiphase MPS model is applicable in either simple flow simulation such as dam break

flow or complicated flow cases such as air bubble rising cases. Therefore, the new MPS

method is a good alternative for simulating large density ratio multiphase fluid flows

such as air-water coupled flow or water-sand flow in the future.
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Chapter 7 Simulating sediment transport

using MPS method

7.1. Introduction

Sediment transport has been paid attentions for centuries due to its importance in

environment, numerous physical experiments had been conducted to observe the process

of sediment transport (Hickin, 1983; van Rijn, 1984; Schumm and Winkley, 1994;

Capart et al., 2007). Various empirical or semi-empirical equations were then developed

based on these experimental studies (Hickin, 1995; Carson and Griffiths, 1987), which

have been used in numbers of sediment transport studies. However, most of experimental

studies are both time and spacing consuming (Reid and Frostick, 1994), which makes

them difficult to be reproduced for various flow conditions. As an alternative, numerical

modeling becomes a good complement to experimental research during recent decades

since modeling provides a powerful and efficient way to analyze the interfacial viscous

flows in sediment transport without extra costs on physical observation (Wu et al., 2000;

Gotoh et al., 2000; van Rijn, 1984). Numerical studies on sediment transport require

special techniques to the complex phenomenon between the interface of different fluids

(Wu et al., 2000; Cao et al., 2006). Therefore, numerical research on sediment transport

are usually executed on the basis of multiphase model, in which, different properties can

be assigned to different types of fluids, and additional interface treatment as well as
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rheology model are also necessary in numerical studies of sediment transport due to its

complexity.

In this chapter, a new generation numerical method, the Lagragian based method is

introduced. Recent studies on Lagragian based method have been extended to multiphase

flow simulations, and these simulations provided good results of several simple cases.

Monaghan and Kocharyan (1995) first extended the particle based method to multiphase

flow simulation, Liu et al. (2005) developed a hybrid method in dealing with multiphase

flows with considering surface tension, Shakibaeinia and Jin (2012) used a weakly

compressible MPS method in multiphase flow simulation. Khayyer and Gotoh (2013)

provided a higher order Laplacian based MPS method for air-water multiphase flow

simulation. Most of the recent studies of particle method on multiphase flow simulation

indicated that due to the instincts of the particle based Lagragian method, the interface

tracking is not a priority issue but the interface instabilities and fluctuations still harass

the particle method especially simulating large density and viscosity ratio multiphase

fluids such as air-water and sand-water.

Sediment transport is usually considered as a typical interfacial viscous flow and

numerical efforts are emphasis on the reducing of interface instability between phases.

Hence, a multiphase model is required for particle method in simulating sediment

transport. In this chapter, a new particle fraction based multiphase model is introduced

on the basis of a fully Langragian particle method. The behavior of sediment transport is

represented by the utilization of a rheology model in particle based method. Numerical

efforts, such as a higher order viscosity smoothening term, are made in particle based
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method to reduce the interfacial instability and fluctuations considering water-sediment

multiphase simulation. The newly developed multiphase model is first verified by an

open channel flow scouring on sand bed and obtains good results compared to previous

numerical study. Various water-sediment mixture dam break cases are then simulated

later. As expected, water surface profiles and sediment profiles are reproduced well in

present multiphase model using particle method. Moreover, the interfacial velocity

comparisons at various time steps also show good agreement with experimental data,

which is seldom reported in previous research on sediment transport using particle

method. All the simulation results in this chapter confirm the capacity of the introduction

of the new multiphase model, the rheology model and the interfacial numerical

treatments in particle based method in simulating complex sediment transport

phenomenon.

7.2 Multiphase moving particle semi-implicit method

7.2.1 Multiphase model and rheology model

The multiphase model used in this chapter is the particle fraction-based MPS method

which is the same as the multiphase model in previous chapter. However, for non-

Newtonian fluid simulation, a rheology model is required to represent the apparent

viscosity. In this chapter, a Herschel-Bulkley model is introduced to represent the

behavior of the non-Newtonian fluid due to its popularity and simplicity. This widely

used rheology model combines the effects of Bingham and power-law in predicting the

viscosity of non-Newtonian fluid. This model is commonly used to describe materials
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such as concrete, mud, dough, and toothpaste (Sahu et al., 2007; Capart and Young, 1998;

Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2011).

Generally, the viscous stress tensor is given as:
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The apparent viscosity in Herschel-Bulkley model is given as (Sahu et al., 2007):
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where k and n are the consistency and flow index, τ0 is the yield stress, ∏ is the second

invariant of the rate of stain tensor, which is given as:
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And Eij is given as:
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For the water-sediment multiphase flow simulation, the rheology model is applied to the

sediment particles for which the viscosity is varied during the simulation.

7.2.2 Higher order viscosity smoothening scheme

Since the rheology model is introduced to calculate the viscosity of the non-Newtonian

fluid, the viscosity ratio near the interface becomes a dominant factor. Therefore, efforts
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are also made to reduce the viscosity gradient near the interface to obtain a more stable

and less fluctuating numerical results in the present multiphase MPS model. Notably, the

original MPS method provided a zero order viscosity smoothening scheme which is

given as:
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where the viscosity of target particle i is smoothed by the viscosity of surround particle j

inside the effect area. However, since the viscosity difference between two different

fluids in the simulation of sediment transport is high, this zero order viscosity

smoothening scheme is no longer valid to prevent numerical instability and diffusion

near the interface. Hence, a new viscosity smoothening scheme is derived in this chapter

to further smooth the interface viscosity differentials.

A higher order viscosity smoothening scheme deriving from the Tayler series is

developed as:
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In MPS formula, the above equation can be written as:
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Considering two different viscosity smoothening schemes, Eq. (7.5) will give more

severe numerical instabilities and diffusions while Eq. (7.7) gives a more accurate and

smooth viscosity evolution near the interface. Newly derived Eq. (7.7) is a higher order

Viscosity Smoothening (HVS) derived from a higher order Tayler series. For a specific

1D interface problem, the difference among Non Viscosity Smoothening (NVS) scheme,

Zero order Viscosity Smoothening (ZVS) (The viscosity smoothening in Eq. (7.5) )

scheme and Higher Viscosity Smoothening (HVS) (The viscosity smoothening in Eq.

(7.7) ) are shown in Figure 7- 1. The viscosity convert curve using HVS shows a more

accurate spatial convert angle α which behaves better than NVS and ZVS scheme in

Figure 7- 1 due to the fact that the first order accuracy of viscosity conversion is obtained

by HVS in which tg = (∂μ/∂x) is conserved.
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Figure 7- 1: Sketch of none viscosity smoothening, zero viscosity smoothening and first-

order viscosity smoothening

7.2.3 Density smoothening

Due to the density difference in sediment transport simulation is small and non-dominant

during the simulation, a simple density smoothening scheme is used to smooth the

interfacial density distribution. In MPS formula, the present density smoothening scheme

for single phase flow is (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996):
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7.3 Verification case: Open channel flow scours on sand

bed

In this section, a verification case is introduced to test the developed multiphase MPS

model. For the open channel flow over sand bed, the water flow not only scours the sand

bed but also carry the sediment during the scouring process, reproduced this

phenomenon numerically is usually a challenge in grid-based method,. However, in

particle method, the sediment phase is represented by particles and the sediment

properties such as density and viscosity can be easily assigned to these particles.

Moreover, the movements of the sediment particles are also easier to capture in MPS
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method since the simulation elements are movable particles instead of fixed grids or

nodal points.

Morichon et al. (2013) simulated a simple open channel flow scours on sand bed with a

VOF method. Though their study did not provide experimental data, the simulation

configuration is straightforward and therefore, it is chosen as a simple test case to show

the advantages of the present multiphase MPS method with rheology model. The

simulation domain in present study is set similar to the original VOF model except the

length of the domain is set to 1.6m in the MPS simulation. The densities of the water and

sediment phases are set to 1000 kg/m3 and 1500 kg/m3 for numerical simulation.

Figure 7- 2: Computational domain of open channel flow scours on sand bed

The computational domain used in MPS method is shown in Figure 7- 2, where u is the

uniform streamwise inflow velocity, hf is the water depth and hs is the sand bed depth,

which is the same as the height of the rigid step shown in above figure. Ls is the length of

the sand bed. The scour height is represented as hscour in the figure to be compared

between the numerical results of two models. In VOF model, they used a Bingham
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plastic model to represent the sand phase, and an additional advection equation is

required during the simulation to calculate the sediment transport. While in MPS,

Herschel–Bulkley model is used and no additional equation is required to represent the

sediment movement since the particles move in the Lagrangian system. The simulation is

continue for 60s to show the scours on the sand bed and three different time steps are

selected for comparison as shown in Figure 7- 3

Figure 7- 3: Comparison of sediment shape between multiphase MPS model and VOF

At t = 4s, the result of sediment transport profile obtained by present multiphase MPS

model behaves quite similar with VOF method due to the fact that it is an early stage of
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the simulation. However, at t = 8s and t = 16s, the scouring obtained from multiphase

MPS method show some discrepancies compared to VOF results. At t = 8s, the sediment

scour moves slower than the VOF result, and the scour shape also differs from VOF

result, the sediments located before x = 0.12m and beyond x = 0.36m is thicker than the

VOF result, where the VOF result behaves like a straight line which differs from the

curved scouring shape from multiphase MPS result. At the beginning of the sediment

scouring of x = 0.1m, the multiphase MPS method gives a sediment depth of y = 0.052m

and the VOF method gives a sediment depth y = 0.043m, where the largest discrepancy

exists. While at the end of the sand bed of x = 0.4m, the multiphase MPS method gives a

sediment depth of y = 0.048m and the VOF method gives y = 0.046m. In addition, the

VOF method provides a straight line of the sediment profile change beyond x = 0.3m,

which may due to the fact that in VOF method, the interface between sediment phase and

water phase are calculated based on the volume faction in grids, the interface can only be

captured based on the location of the grids. While in MPS method, the interface is

actually obtained between different phase particles and shows smooth curve in Figure

7- 3. At t = 16s, the present multiphase MPS model also predicts reasonable sediment

shapes and the sediment depth shows milder curve rather than a straight line obtained in

VOF method.
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Figure 7- 4: Comparison of time evaluation of sediment depth

Figure 7- 4 shows the comparison of time evaluation from t = 0 to t = 54s of maximum

sediment depth between multiphase MPS model and VOF method. As shown in Figure

7- 4, the scouring depths obtained from these two numerical methods are similar.

Sediment depth show a deeper development from 0 to 35mm along with the simulation

time from t = 0 to t = 54s. But the result from present multiphase MPS method, again

shows a smoother scouring curve developed than the results of VOF method. The

comparison shows MPS model can be used in predicting water-sediment interactions.
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7.4 Water-sediment dam break flow

7.4.1 Simulation configurations

In total eight cases are executed in this section on the basis of the experiments conducted

by Spinewine (2005) as shown in Figure 7- 5. Various upstream initial water-sediment

mixture columns are configured on sediment bed downstream of the initial gate position.

The height of the initial upstream water-sediment mixture column is kept hmix = 0.35m

for all eight simulation cases, the height of downstream sediment bed is kept hb = 0.1m.

However, for different cases, various configurations of the upstream mixture column are

set with different combination of hw and hs for water height and sediment height,

respectively. The initial height of water and sediment mixture is given in Table 7- 1. All

the cases are configured in a confined simulation domain and use a total of 20504

particles with particle size DL = 0.01m. The materials of sediment bed used in the

experimental study are PVC pellets and sand, the diameter of PVC pellet is 0.0039m

with the density of 1580 kg/m3, and the diameter of sand is 0.00182m with the density of

2683 kg/m3. Thus, the bulk density of the PVC or sediment particle used in MPS

simulation is set as ρ = 1336 kg/m3 or ρ = 1892 kg/m3 (Shakibaeinia and Jin 2011). It

should be noted that Shakibaeinia and Jin (2011) simulated case a1 using a different

MPS model. However, previous research of particle method seldom considered mixture

upstream column such as case b1 to case d1 and case a2 to case d2 shown in this study

due the simulation difficulty for larger density differences such as sand and water in
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these case. Hence, these cases are considered as good supplements in multiphase MPS

simulation.

Figure 7- 5: Initial configuration of dam break on sediment

Table 7- 1: Initial height of water and sediment mixture

Case hw (m) hs (m) Material Particle density (kg/m3)

a1 0.35 0 PVC 1336

b1 0.4 -0.05 PVC 1336

c1 0.3 0.05 PVC 1336

d1 0.25 0.1 PVC 1336

a2 0.35 0 Sand 1892

b2 0.4 -0.05 Sand 1892
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c2 0.3 0.05 Sand 1892

d2 0.25 0.1 Sand 1892

7.4.2 Gate removal effects

Most of previous numerical research on dam break flow neglected the gate removal

process especially for pure water column collapse. However, for water-sediment mixture

dam break flow, the gate removal process becomes important (Spinewine, 2005).

Therefore, attention modification is added to the gate removal process in the present

MPS model to minimize the perturbations between water and sediment at the beginning

of the simulation during gate removal process. A downward gate removal procedure

within a removal time of 0.1s is reproduced in present multiphase MPS model and shows

similar behavior to experimental snapshot, which ensures that the spurious flow

circulations are reduced during the simulation.
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Figure 7- 6: Gate removal comparisons (a) Experimental upward removal (Soller Sales,

2000), (b) Experimental downward removal (Spinewine, 2005), (c) Present MPS upward

removal, (d) Present MPS downward removal

Figure 7- 6 shows the gate removal process in present MPS method compared with two

series of previous experimental snapshots. The upward removal process shown in Figure

7- 6(a) induces significant water-sediment circulations, while the downward removal

process shown in Figure 7- 6(b) minimizes these circulations and provides better results

comparing to snapshots. The present MPS method also provides convincing result using

downward gate removal process, which shows similar collapse procedure as

experimental data in Figure 7- 6(d), while the upward gate removal shown in Figure

7- 6(c) leads to water-sediment circulations during the removal process. Therefore, in

this chapter, the downward gate removal process is preferred in multiphase MPS

simulation.

7.4.3 Viscosity scheme effects

As discussed before, the approximation of viscous term is important in water-sediment

multiphase flow simulation. Since the sediment material used in MPS simulation is

considered as a non-Newtonian fluid, the HVS (Higher order Viscosity Smoothening)

scheme is introduced to reduce the viscosity differential near the interface between water

and sediment. The simulation results obtained from ZVS scheme and HVS scheme are

used to compare to experimental snapshot to show the improvements of HVS in

predicting sediment transport using present multiphase MPS method.
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Figure 7- 7: Comparison wave front of case d2 at t = 0.25s (a) Experimental snapshot

(Spinewine, 2005), (b) Multiphase MPS method with ZVS, (c) Multiphase MPS method

with HVS

As shown in Figure 7- 7, the present multiphase MPS method using HVS shows similar

result to experimental snapshot and. Moreover, the result obtained from HVS scheme

shows smoother and similar sediment surface than the result obtained from ZVS. The

water-sediment transport phenomenon is usually difficult to obtain in numerical method

due to the lack of interfacial viscosity treatment either in grid-based method or particle-

based method (Zech et al., 2008). However, in this chapter, with the introduction of

HVS and the downward gate removal process, this water-sediment transport

phenomenon is successfully captured.
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7.4.4 Sequence of water-sediment dam break

The sequence of the simulated water-sediment dam break results of case d2 is shown in

Figure 7- 8 with comparison to experimental snapshot at t = 0.25s, t = 0.5s and t = 0.75s.

The water flow and sediment transport are both observed in MPS method compared to

experimental snapshot. The wave front position and behavior in MPS simulation is

similar to experimental snapshots. At the early stage of the simulation, the breaking

wave generates fluctuations near the water-sediment interface and propagate the

sediment movement. While in the later stage at t = 0.75s, the sediment profile in MPS

results shows some humps and troughs which is also similar to the experimental

snapshot although some of the humps are slightly different. The sequences and behaviors

of the simulated sediment transport are in good agreement with experimental snapshots.

Figure 7- 8: Comparison of sediment dam break sequence between multiphase MPS and

experimental snapshot, case d2.
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7.4.5 Water surface profiles

As a particle-based method, MPS has been proved an excellent modeling tool in tracking

the water surface (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996; Shakibaeinia and Jin, 2010). In this chapter,

the water surface profiles of water-sediment dam break flow also show good agreement

with experimental data. In Spinewine’s experiment (2005), detailed experimental data of

both water surface profiles and sediment transport profiles are provided at t = 1.25s and

the comparison of water surface profiles are shown in following figures.

Figure 7- 9: Free surface profile comparison with PVC bed at t = 1.25s
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Figure 7- 10: Free surface profile comparison with sand bed at t = 1.25s

In Figure 7- 9 and Figure 7- 10, for case b1, discrepancies are shown in the comparison

near the initial gate position (x=0). Due to the negative hs height below y = 0 and larger

hw height, the water moves faster and shows less fluctuations in MPS simulation.

However, as expected, the simulated water surface profiles of case a1, case c1 and case

d1 are all agree well with experimental data.
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7.4.6 Sediment transport profiles

More attention have been paid to the sediment transport and downstream erosion since

the sediment profiles are always difficult to obtain in numerical studies. The new

multiphase MPS model with various additional numerical modifications such as HVS

and rheology model discussed in the previous sections are required to be adapted to

obtain a convincing sediment transport profile. Spinewine (2005) also provided detailed

experimental sediment transport profiles at t = 1.25s, and hereafter, MPS results will be

compared with experimental data of all simulation cases at t = 1.25s.

Figure 7- 11: Sediment transport profile comparison with PVC bed at t = 1.25s
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Figure 7- 12: Sediment transport profile comparison with sand bed at t = 1.25s

In Figure 7- 11, the simulated sediment transport profiles are compared with

experimental data at t = 1.25s after the gate removal. The sediment transport profiles of

all the four simulation cases show similar results with experimental data. Case a1 and

case b1 show slightly discrepancies between x = 0 to 1m, the simulated sediment profiles

are lower than experimental data due to the fact that the initial water wave actually hit

the sediment bed at the location between x = 0 and x = 1m and lead to some

discrepancies. While in MPS method, although the gate removal process is included, the
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collapse of the water column is still slightly different from experimental phenomenon

which may possibly cause the differences between numerical result and experimental

observation. For case c1 and case d1, the sediment transport profiles are closer to the

experimental data due to the fact that the upstream mixture column has a positive

sediment height above y = 0 and thus, the sediment transport profiles obtained in MPS

method is close to experimental data from x = -1m to x = 1m but show discrepancies

beyond x = 1.5m.

Similar results are also shown in Figure 7- 12 with considering sediment bed downstream

of the water-sediment dam break. Similar to cases with PVC sediment mixture, the

sediment profiles show slight discrepancies in case a2 and case b2 due to the higher

water height in the initial column and simulated results are close to experimental data for

case c2 and case d2. Notably, the sediment transport profiles shown in Figure 7- 12 are

smoother than the profiles shown in Figure 7- 11 due to the fact that the sand bed is more

viscous than the PVC bed and fewer fluctuations are obtained both in experimental data

and simulated results.

7.4.7 Velocity profiles

Due to the serious interfacial numerical instabilities during the simulation, the velocity

profiles of water-sediment dam break flow are seldom compared. In particle based

method, the sediment particles can move freely into water phase and vice versa, the

interface is also easy to be captured due to the inherent advantage of MPS method. While

in this chapter, extra efforts are made to reduce the interfacial numerical instabilities in

multiphase MPS method to further compare the longitudinal velocity of the sediment
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transport. Three different time steps after the gate removal for case a1 is selected for

comparison. Table 7- 2 shows the location of velocity comparison sections.

Table 7- 2: Location of velocity comparison sections

Section S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

x (m) 0.05 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5 0.625 0.75

Section S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13

x (m) 0.875 1 1.125 1.25 1.375 1.5
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Figure 7- 13: Velocity comparison among experimental data, previous numerical model

and present MPS method for case a1 (a) t = 0.6 s (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 1.6 s
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Figure 7- 13 shows the comparisons of the velocity profiles at t = 0.6s, t = 1.0s and t =

1.4s for simulation case a1, respectively. It is also noted that all the experimental data

shown in these three figures only provides the velocity profiles near the interface area,

while the results from depth-averaged model and MPS model show velocity profiles

along the vertical section.

In Figure 7- 13(a) at the early stage of the dam break flow t = 0.6s, the simulated velocity

by MPS at S1 and S2 is similar to both the experimental data and previous numerical

model since these sections are close to the initial gate position. At S3 to S4, the MPS

results show discrepancies to experimental data but are close to previous numerical

model since both of the numerical models may not provide exactly the same effects from

the gate removal process which lead to the differences at these two sections. From S5 to

S8, the MPS results again show good agreement to experimental data although some

discrepancies are obtained below the interfacial area, which may due to that in MPS

method, sediment particles will be affected by above water particles. At S9 and S10,

large discrepancies are obtained between MPS results and experimental data since these

two sections are closer to the location of wavefront, violent flow conditions near the

wavefront will lead to oscillations in velocity profiles and give large discrepancies

especially at S9.

In Figure 7- 13 (b) at t = 1.0s, the simulated velocity by MPS shows better comparison

than the comparisons in Figure 7- 13 (a) since at t = 1.0s, the effects of gate removal

become less significant. Therefore, from S1 to S13, MPS results show good agreement

with either experimental data or previous numerical results. It is also noted that the
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velocity profiles obtained from depth averaged model only show straight line since depth

averaged are values are calculated only. While in Figure 7- 13 (c) at t = 1.4s, MPS results

are better than these in both Figure 7- 13 (a) and Figure 7- 13 (b) since it is considered as

a late stage of the water-sediment dam break and the effects from initial condition and

wavefront are reduced. Hence, the velocity profiles agree well with experimental data in

all the comparison sections from S1 to S13.

7.5 Chapter conclusion

In this chapter, a new multiphase MPS method is developed to simulate sediment

transport in dam break. A new viscosity smoothening scheme and a Herschel-Bulkly

rheology model are introduced to the water-sediment multiphase flow simulation using

MPS method.

Open channel flow scouring on sand bed is simulated and compared with numerical

results of VOF method. The sediment surface at different time steps are predicted well in

present multiphase MPS model and the development of scouring depth with time also

shows smoother results than previous studies.

Water-sediment dam break flow cases with eight different sets of initial configurations

and sediment materials are also simulated. As expected, the water surface profiles

obtained from MPS method are in good agreement with experimental data since particle

method is always good at predicting free surface profiles. Moreover, due to the

utilization of the new HVS scheme and rheology model, the sediment transport surfaces

and longitudinal velocity profiles at various different sections calculated by the present
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MPS model also show closer comparison to experimental data. Although some

discrepancies are shown in the above velocity comparison, the present MPS method still

provides reasonable velocity profiles at different sections at t = 0.6s, t = 1.0s and t = 1.4s

for simulation case a1. Thus, with various numerical efforts, the improved multiphase

MPS method can not only provide good fluid surface profiles but also convincing fluid

velocity profiles for the multiphase water-sediment transportation simulations.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and recommendations

for future work

8.1 Conclusions

This study is mainly focused on the improvements and enhancements on a particle-based

fully Largrangian method. Fundamentals of the MPS method is first introduced and

discussed. The state-of-the-art of this pure Lagrangian method is provided and the

mathematical derivations of MPS method are summarized. Mathematical operators such

as gradient model and Laplacian model used in MPS method are transferred to

Lagrangian form since MPS method is a gridless particle method. Recent studies on

MPS method is then discussed, although quite a lot of numerical applications has been

conducted using MPS method, this method is still young and robust, attempts and

endeavors on this gridless particle method are still expected and therefore, the goal of

this study is to improve and extend this method to different flow simulation. The general

conclusions of this study can be made as:

1. As a typical numerical testing case, the Poiseiulle flow was first simulated to verify

the MPS method. It is considered as a fundamental case to be executed and good

agreement between MPS result and analytical solution shows the capacity of the weakly

compressible MPS method in fluid flow simulation, the simulation efficiency and

accuracy of MPS method in this simple testing case has been confirmed.
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2. A dam break flow case is then simulated by MPS to show the strong capacity of this

particle-based method in dealing with free surface flow. Seldom previous studies paid

attention to the velocity distribution of the dam break flow, while in this study, a

quantitative analysis of velocity distributions of dam break flow is executed. Most of

traditional grid-based methods require special treatment for locating free surface while

the MPS method does not require any free surface tracking technique. The good

agreement between MPS and experimental results shows the advantages of this method

in reproducing both the free surface profiles and the velocity distributions of dam break

flow.

3. Open channel flow is one of the most typical free surface flow, however, the

application of MPS on open channel flow is still harassed due to the complicated

definitions of open boundary condition and the incorrect representation of bottom

roughness height in MPS previously. In this study, considering open channel flow,

efforts are made to obtain a correct velocity field without refining particle size near

channel bottom, a dimensionless roughness coefficient is introduced on the basis of

channel bed roughness height, particle size and water depth. Various channel bed

roughness heights are considered and the simulation results show that with the roughness

coefficient, the MPS method can successfully reproduce the open channel flow.

4. Porous medium flow is also paid attention, which extends this particle-based method

to the flied of porous medium flow. The porous medium flow can be simulated on the

basis of different scales, namely microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic scales. Since

the MPS method has been successfully applied to open channel flow simulation, extra
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efforts are made to extend the MPS method to the open channel flow on porous bed

which contain both the features of open channel flow and porous medium flow. Darcy’s

term and Forchheimer’s term are introduced as two important factors to represent the

macroscopic characteristics of porous medium flow. The interfacial condition between

clear flow region and porous bed flow region is developed, the inflow and outflow

boundary conditions are also improved in MPS method. For laminar porous medium

flow, Darcy’s term is introduced in the momentum equation while for the turbulent

porous medium flow, both Darcy’s term and extended Forchheimer’s term are

introduced. The developed MPS model are then applied to two typical types of open

channel flow over porous bed cases, which shows the capacity of MPS method in

dealing with the combination of free surface flow and porous medium flow.

5. Multiphase flow simulation is also considered. The MPS method is used for

multiphase flow simulation with large density and viscosity ratios for air-water flows and

water-sediment flows, respectively. For air-water multiphase flow simulation, a new

technique of interface treatment is developed with numbers of modifications on original

MPS method including a higher order Laplacian model, a modified gradient model and a

first order density smoothing function. The two-phase surface tension model is also

developed to improve the surface smoothness during the simulation. Several

computational techniques are used to simplify the numerical procedure and further

improve the accuracy. Pairs of bubble rising cases are then simulated to show the

capacity of this new model in simulating large density ratio air-water multiphase flow.
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6. For water-sediment multiphase flow simulation, a rheology model is introduced to

represent the characteristics of the non-Newtonian fluid. A higher order interface

viscosity smoothening term is also developed to deal with the large viscosity ratio near

the interface. Different types of water-sediment multiphase flows are simulated and the

MPS results are compared to previous studies. Good agreements confirm the capacity of

this particle method in water-sediment multiphase flow simulation.

In summary, the MPS method is developed and extended in order to adapt it to different

flow simulations, special techniques are used to improve both the accuracy and

efficiency of the MPS model. Some typical fluid flow cases are simulated to calibrate

and verify the MPS model, afterward, open channel flow, porous medium flow and

multiphase flow are all considered in this study. Numerical efforts and modifications are

developed and executed. The MPS method has been successfully applied in most of the

simulation cases and shows its strong capacity in various fluid flow simulations.

8.2 Suggestions and recommendations for future work

8.2.1 Simulation efficiency and accuracy

The weakly compressible MPS method used in this study greatly improves the

simulation efficiency compared to the original fully incompressible MPS method.

However, the computational efficiency still embarrasses the particle-based method

especially for high velocity flows. The model accuracy and efficiency are sensitive to the

particle size, coarse particle size will reduce total particle number which improves the

simulation efficiency but deteriorates the simulation accuracy, conversely, fine particle
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size helps to improve the accuracy, but does not provide acceptable efficiency. Parallel

simulation may be considered for better efficiency, which is widely used in grid-based

method and has been proved effective. In MPS method, parallel computing would

require an adapted algorithm and employ additional computational techniques, which is

beyond the scope of this study.

8.2.2 Boundary treatment

Boundary condition is another issue in particle-based method, in this study, a simple

bounce solid boundary condition and a developed recycle open boundary condition are

discussed and used for the simulation cases, however, some unphysical phenomenon

appeared near the solid boundary and the fluid bumps near the inflow/outflow boundary

in some simulation cases which defect the simulation stability. The particle refinement

technique is preferred and helpful to define the boundary conditions. The particle

refinement technique is similar with the grid refinement technique which has been

widely used in grid-based method in lots of previous research for decades. However, the

particle refinement is not as simple as the grid refinement used in traditional methods

since the relationships among particles in MPS method are established based on kernel

functions. Hence, further mathematical and computational efforts should be made for the

particle refinement. It is expected that the boundary sub layer can be successfully

reproduced in MPS method with the particle refinement technique, which would also be

helpful to investigate the boundary flow phenomenon in MPS method in complicated

cases such as high speed flows.
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Moreover, different boundary conditions are also achievable in MPS method, in this

study, most of the open boundary conditions are Dirichlet boundary condition, one can

apply other types of boundary conditions such as the Neumann boundary condition

during the simulation, thus, the boundary condition used in MPS method will become

more flexible. Sorts of engineering problems can be solved numerically using this

particle method if different types of boundary conditions can be applied in the future.

8.2.3 Extension

As a famous particle-based method, MPS method can be considered as a strong

alternative to the traditional numerical methods in computational fluid dynamics. MPS

method shows its advantages in free surface flow simulation although the pressure

fluctuations and numerical instabilities are still issues in itself. More computational

efforts are anticipated to further improve the method.

Hybrid method is also valuable to MPS method although the features of Lagragian

approach will be affected. The hybrid method still shows its advantages in large domain

simulations in which too many particle may be required in MPS method, most of which

are dull and can be replaced by background grids to accelerate the simulation. The

hybrid approach combining the advantages of grid-based and particle-based method is

valid for more complicated or large scaled engineering problems.

In summary, the MPS method is versatile in fluid flow simulations. Since the MPS

method is still young and robust, it is worth to develop and apply different modifications
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on this method to adopt its advantages and flexibilities in numerical research in the

future.
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